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Executive Summary 

There is an urgent need for ICES member states to secure and provide proper storage 
conditions for historical tissue collections such as scales and otoliths, since they contain 
invaluable DNA evidence of natural historical demographic processes in fish and 
shellfish populations and allow for evaluating genetic effects climate change and 
harvesting. 

The Working Group on the Application of Genetics in Fisheries and Mariculture (WGAGFM) 
met at the European Joint Research Centre (JRC), Ispra, Italy 19–23 March 2007. The meeting 
was well attended; with in total 20 representatives present from 9 countries (10 national 
delegates and 10 experts appointed by the chairman). In addition we were very pleased to be 
hosted by the European Science Centre (JRC), which was also represented at the meeting.  

Six terms of reference (ToR) were on the agenda for 2007. The first issue addressed was to 
update the general knowledge on the population genetics of eel. A number of scientific papers 
have been produced since our last evaluation, generally suggesting some degree of genetic 
structuring among eels collected at different European sites. Eel fisheries management should 
be cognisant of the putative genetic structure suggested. Accordingly, long distance 
transplantations of eel should be avoided. More emphasis should be put on elucidating the 
biology of the species, in particular in the marine phase, and genetic sampling should be 
conducted as close to the suspected spawning grounds as possible (adults or larvae).  

The second issue was on the application of large scale genome wide DNA methods, so-called 
“genomics”. The technological revolution in high throughput DNA and RNA based methods 
offer many new opportunities in fisheries and aquaculture. In relation to fisheries, the 
application of many markers will lead to higher power for detection of population structure 
and more precise genetic assignment of individuals to population and mixed stock analysis. 
Also, by studying functional genes, direct evidence of adaptations to local environmental 
conditions can be obtained. In aquaculture, genomics will, enable easy construction of DNA 
pedigrees and “marker assisted selection”, i.e. breeding on a trait of interest by using the 
information on the association between the trait and numerous genome wide markers 
facilitating a faster selection response. ICES should promote the implementation of genomics 
in fisheries and aquaculture by supporting international collaborative networks and open 
access web-based resources. 

The next ToR emphasized the importance of correct tissue storage for both historical and 
contemporary samples for DNA analyses, and of choosing the most suitable DNA extraction 
method for ‘valuable’ (irreplaceable) samples, thus allowing for maximum ‘information yield’ 
from stored samples, that may be jeopardized by suboptimal storage. The group recommend 
storing tissue (when available) as opposed to DNA. Fresh tissue should generally be stored in 
ethanol. Otoliths and scales should, for now, be stored in paper envelopes under dry 
conditions. ICES should support research in relation to optimal storage of historical samples 
as well as optimal methods for DNA extraction and storage for unique samples. Also, a meta-
data base including an inventory of historical collections on a pan-European level should be 
supported to avoid the loss of invaluable historical DNA. 

Novel statistical methods are now available to combine molecular population genetic results 
with geographical features data(often referred to as landscape genetics). These methods show 
great potential for delineating population boundaries without making assumptions on 
population membership by non-objective pooling of samples. It is recommended to fisheries 
managers that these methods be used in conjunction with geographical information systems to 
define the spatial and temporal ‘footprint’ of breeding populations in order to allow population 
focused management. We recommend further investigations of the relationship between 
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geographical information and population genetics and the optimal design of such studies, so 
that maximal use can be made of the synergy between these two fast developing fields. 

With the increasing number of DNA based studies of marine fish species, it is vital that 
integration be encouraged and supported. This can be achieved by the development centrally 
administered; web accessible meta-data bases on existing primary data sets, DNA and tissue 
archives, and of those actively engaged in research on the various species. The group 
recommends that ICES should host such a meta-data base and that the European commission 
represented by JRC should facilitate the development. The members of WGAGFM should be 
responsible for input and updating of the data base. 

The final ToR was based on a request from WGNAS regarding recommendations on the 
application of state-of-the-art Genetic Stock Identification (GSI) methods, with particular 
emphasis on Atlantic salmon (AS). GSI has advanced and diversified in recent years resulting 
in two types of approach, Mixed Stock Analysis (MSA) and Individual Assignment (IA), in 
which the goal is either to estimate the proportions of contributing stocks in the catch mixture, 
or to solve the origin of an individual fish. The group is convinced that in most circumstances 
IA can give valuable information for Atlantic salmon management and specifically identify 
the population of origin of individual Atlantic salmon with relatively high probabilities. 
Presently, according to performed comparison tests, the Bayesian approach of Pella & Masuda 
(2001) appears to provide the most accurate results with regard to individual assignment, and 
we therefore recommend its use. Current methods utilise microsatellite technology, however 
the development of novel markers such as SNPs (Single Nucleotide polymorphisms) should 
be investigated with regard to their diagnostic usefulness as river and regional specific 
identifiers. 
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1 Introduction 

The Working Group on the Application of Genetics in Fisheries and Mariculture (WGAGFM) 
met at Ispra, Italy 19–23 March 2007. The ToRs were decided in Council Resolutions adopted 
at the ICES Statutory meeting held in Copenhagen, Denmark in 2006. Dr. E. E. Nielsen 
(Denmark) chaired the meeting, which opened at 0900 h on Tuesday, and closed at 12.00, 
Friday, April 27. 

1.1 Attendance 

Nineteen persons from ten countries (Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, 
Italy, Norway, Poland and United Kingdom) attended the meeting (Annex 2). Nine were 
official members (or substitutes) for their countries and nine were appointed experts by the 
chairman for 2007. The latter were registered with ICES prior to the meeting.  

1.2 Venue 

The meeting was held at the EU joint research centre (JRC), Ispra, Italy. The WG wishes to 
express our appreciation to our local host Dr. Jann Martinsohn and the rest of the staff at the 
institute for their kind hospitality. The meeting venue was ideal with accommodation available 
in Ispra and “shuttle bus service” provided by our local hosts which took us to the Institute in 
the morning and evenings. 

1.3 Meeting Format 

WGAGFM has an established framework for completing its ToRs. Prior to the meeting, small 
ad hoc working groups, under the leadership of one person, are established to prepare position 
papers related to specific issues in the Terms of Reference. The leader of the ToR is 
responsible for presenting the position paper in plenary at the meeting and chairing the 
discussion. Thereafter, volunteers undertake the task of editing and updating position papers 
according to points raised in the plenary discussions. The ToR leader is responsible for 
preparing the final report text from their sessions. Prior to the meeting an agenda is circulated 
to all members. 
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2 ToR (a): Update and review the available information on the 
genetics of the European Eel (Anguilla anguilla) including 
importance for recovery plans 

Jochen Trautner & Phil McGinnity 

2.1 Introduction 

In the latest report of the Joint EIFAC/ICES Working Group on Eels is a review (ICES CM 
2006/ACFM:16) of the available information on the status of the stock and fisheries of the 
European eel, which supports the view that the stock as a whole has declined in most of its 
distribution area, that the stock is outside safe biological limits and that current fisheries are 
not sustainable. Furthermore, recruitment is at a historical minimum, the level of eel 
productivity observed since 1990 being below 20% of the level observed not more than three 
generations ago, that the most recent observations do not indicate recovery and that the 
opportunities for the protection and restoration of spawner escapement are fading. Fishing 
pressure, parasites, viral and bacterial infections, oceanic and climatic changes and the impact 
of other human activities such as the generation of hydroelectric power are implicated in the 
decline.  

In response to the decline in eel stocks the Commission of the European Communities is to 
develop a Community Action Plan for the management of European Eel. A number of 
restorative eel management responses are envisaged including; 1) the translocation of glass eel 
within the natural range of the species using glass eels from sources where there is still a 
demonstrable surplus and 2) the stocking of eels sourced from aquaculture production 
(justified on the basis that these are developed entirely on the basis of wild seed). Knowledge 
of population structuring will have some bearing on the appropriateness of trans-locating eels 
between river basins and between regions such as between the Mediterranean and the Atlantic 
and the North Sea and the Baltic. To transfer eels between genetically different populations 
maybe counter productive to the long-term health of the resource (McGinnity et al. 2003, 
2004). 

In a previous report (ICES Working Group on the Application of Genetics in Fisheries and 
Mariculture, 2004), no firm conclusions were arrived at with regard genetic structuring of the 
European eel. However the group did recommend that the precautionary principle be adopted 
to protect as of yet unresolved genetic variability, and as a consequence the transfer of glass 
eels between basins should be avoided. Since our last review three years ago there have been a 
number of new genetic studies. A brief summary of this work and recommendations are 
provided below.  

2.2 Genetic structure within the European Eel  

Maes and Volckaert (2006) and Dannewitz et al. (2005) have provided comprehensive 
reviews of the population genetics of the European eel and should be consulted for a more 
detailed synthesis of the most recent research. In the review by Maes and Volkeart (2006) the 
suggestion that the eel be classified as a marine fish is a significant insight on how the eel 
should be viewed in terms of its likely population organisation, at least from the genetic 
perspective. The eel therefore, because of its assumed reproductive biology i.e. a prolonged 
spawning period, variance in age-at-maturity, high variability in parental contribution and 
reproductive success, might be expected to exhibit a high level of genetic variability, high 
exchange between populations (gene flow) resulting in low genetic differentiation (low 
genetic signal/noise ratio) and a high genetic population size, all of which are characteristics 
observed in other typically marine species such as cod, Gadus morhua (Nielsen et al., 2006) 
and herring, Clupea harengus (Bekkevold et al. 2005). Also, as has been observed by Rousset 
(1997), widely distributed species are rarely fully panmictic (mating randomly), but are 
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commonly divided into subgroups in a pattern that can be described by one of the classical 
population models, such as the island model, stepping-stone model or Isolation-by-Distance 
(IBD) model. In populations composed of a mixture of individuals reproducing at different 
times within a reproductive season, temporal differentiation can supplement possible 
geographical partitioning. Under these conditions, gene flow is expected to be limited between 
early and late reproducers, possibly creating a pattern of Isolation-by-Time (IBT) (Hendry & 
Day, 2005; Maes et al., 2006). Additionally, temporal heterogeneity in the genetic 
composition of recruits is likely to result from a large variance in parental reproductive 
success driven by the unpredictability of the marine environment (Waples, 1998). Under the 
hypothesis of “sweepstakes reproductive success” (Hedgecock 1994), chance events 
determine which adults are successful in each spawning event, attributing the variation in 
reproductive success of adults to spatio-temporal variation in oceanographic conditions, 
occurring within and among seasons. Many marine species split their reproductive effort 
among several events during a protractive spawning season, to maximize their reproductive 
success (Hutchings & Myers, 1993; Maes et al., 2006).  

It is not surprising therefore that Daemen et al. (2001); Wirth and Bernatchez (2001); Maes 
and Volckaert (2002) should independently detect genetic structure indicative of isolation by 
distance. Ocean currents, resulting in a differential distribution of eel larvae, have recently 
been suggested to explain this observed genetic structure (Kettle and Haines, 2006). Again not 
surprising that more recently Maes et al. (2006) should detect a significant correlation 
between genetic distance and temporal distance among recruitment waves indicative of 
isolation by time. Yet, despite these glimpses of putative structuring, Dannewitz et al. (2005) 
still concluded from their detailed investigations that European eels sampled along the coasts 
of Europe and Africa most probably belong to a single spatially homogeneous population. 
However the existence of discrete and stable spawning aggregations is not completely 
fanciful. In explaining the high incidence of American and European eel (Anguilla rostrata 
and Anguilla anguilla) hybrids in Icelandic rivers, Albert et al. (2006) suggest that 
intermediate larval development times for the hybrids are plausible with the effect that ocean 
currents will deliver the hybrids to rivers positioned in the middle of the eels distribution. 
Larval development times would have to be adaptive (transporting American eels into 
American rivers and European eels into European and African rivers) and therefore would 
have to have at least some heritable basis. That American and European eels are described as 
two distinct species, in itself, suggests that possibility of structuring and maintenance of 
structuring over time, as it has been suggested that the spawning grounds of both species 
overlap in space and time (McCleave, 1987). It is also plausible that larvae and glass eel 
imprint during ocean transport and that this allows homing of adult eel to natal spawning 
areas. 

Identifying and sampling discrete reproductive aggregations in the spawning areas will most 
effectively achieve the resolution of the genetic structure of the European eel. This is difficult 
because the European eel spawns in an area that is not well delineated or sufficiently 
accessible to fishing. Since Schmidt (1923) identified concentrations of eel leptocephali 
around the Sargasso Sea in the 1920s there has been little progress in locating eel spawning 
areas. However it is likely that recent advances in physical oceanography (Kettle and Haines, 
2006) offer a reasonable opportunity of overcoming this deficit in the near future. In addition, 
tagging and tracking of fish has progressed such that monitoring from feeding to spawning 
ground is feasible. An international project is currently (Spring 2007) underway to recover 
geo-locational pop up tags in the Sargasso Sea from adult eels previously tagged leaving 
European rivers and is the main target of a Danish research cruise (http://www.Galathea3.dk). 

This information should allow eels to be captured on the spawning grounds for the first time.  

There is now sufficient evidence available to suggest that small but significant levels of 
genetic structuring exist in European eel and that this diversity should be protected.  

http://www.galathea3.dk/
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Within a precautionary principle framework, eel fisheries management should be cognisant of 
the putative genetic structure suggested by recent studies and that management strategies 
designed for recovering stocks should incorporate this possibility. 

2.3 Recommendations 

• Most of the original recommendations from 2004 are still relevant i.e. efforts 
should be made to ensure sufficient adult recruitment to maintain a large and 
spatially representative silver eel population; that support be given to current 
EIFAC/ICES initiatives to collect better spawning stock size data; that a genetic 
baseline (using otoliths) from pre-decline historical collections be established for 
critical long-term monitoring of genetic composition; that information on the sex 
composition of migrating silver eels should be routinely collected in ongoing and 
future monitoring programmes. 

• Knowledge of the biology of the eel in the marine environment is almost non-
existent. This lack of knowledge has limited our ability to determine the 
propensity of the organism to form discrete populations. It is recommended that 
investigations directed at determining the biology of the eel in the sea should be 
actively pursued. 

• It is recommended that surveys be undertaken to sample and to delineate eel 
spawning grounds and that new technology based opportunities be taken to locate 
spawning individuals.  

• In light of emerging information suggesting putative stock structure of European 
eel it is recommended from the genetic viewpoint that glass eels, elvers and other 
life history stages should not be trans-located between river basins for restocking 
purposes. However, if it is decided that this should be done in order to avoid 
imminent collapse of specific river stocks, where possible the translocation 
should be done within geographically proximate areas e.g. within the 
Mediterranean basin, within the North Sea, within the Baltic Sea. 
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3 ToR (b): Critically review the potential application of genomics in 
fisheries management and aquaculture 

Roman Wenne1, Pierre Boudry2, Jakob Hemmer-Hansen3, Krzysztof P. Lubieniecki4, Anna 
Was5, Antti Kause6  

1- Department of Genetics and Marine Biotechnology, Institute of Oceanology, Polish 
Academy of Sciences, Sw. Wojciecha 5, 81-347 Gdynia, Poland, E-mail: 
RWenne@iopan.gda.pl or RWenne@cbmpan.gdynia.pl 

2-Laboratoire IFREMER de Genetique et Pathologie, 17390 La Tremblade, France, (E-mail: 
pboudry@ifremer.fr) 

3- Danish Institute for Fisheries Research, Department of Inland Fisheries, Vejlsøvej 39, 8600 
Silkeborg, Denmark (E-mail: Jhh@difres.dk) 

4- Department of Molecular Biology and Biochemistry, Simon Fraser University, 8888 
University Dr., Burnaby, BC, V5A 1S6 Canada, (E-mail: Klubien@sfu.ca) 

5- Mayo Insitute of Technology, Galway, Ireland (E-mail: Anna.Was@gmit.ie) 

6- MTT Agrifood Research Finland, Biotechnology and Food Research, Biometrical Genetics, 
31600 Jokioinen, Finland (E-mail: Antti.Kause@mtt.fi) 

3.1 Abstract 

At present a very dynamic development and application of genomics has been facilitated in a 
number of fields by the availability of new methodologies and tools, such as high throughput 
DNA sequencing and cDNA microarrays. Genomic tools are already used in research on 
commercially important fish and shellfish species. Thousands of ESTs are now available for 
some of these species and sequencing of complete genomes of cod, salmonids, flatfishes, sea 
bass and Pacific oyster has already been initiated. Microarray technology through the 
expression studies of thousands of genes at a time allow for identification of candidate genes 
involved in the function of multiple physiological, morphological and behavioural traits of 
interests in organisms and populations from different environments, which can be subject to 
selective pressure from e.g. fishery and aquaculture. This ToR will review the current 
development of genomic technologies and pinpoint their potentially beneficial applications 
and implications for fisheries management and aquaculture.  

3.2 Introduction 

It is well recognised that fisheries catches have reached a plateau in recent years. Due to the 
high demand for fish and shellfish on the global market, aquaculture production contributes an 
increasing amount to the food supply. Management of exploited wild stocks is undergoing 
systematic improvement. Results of population genetic investigations have recently been 
incorporated as a useful tool in stock identification in addition to morphological, biological 
and physiological traits. Aquaculture industry has expanded especially in South America and 
Asia, from which aquaculture products are also imported world-wide. To increase further the 
competitiveness of the fisheries and aquaculture industry, major development work should be 
conducted. Simultaneously, industry practices should be sustainable and marine biodiversity 
should be maintained. Genomics tools combined with the already well-established aquaculture 
and fisheries management practices can serve as a novel framework in such development 
work. Genomics is a field of science that deals with the structure, function and evolution of 
genomes. Many current DNA and RNA-based studies fall into this field, even if they are often 
not strictly part of it. Genomics often simply implies the use of high throughput DNA- or 
RNA-based methods. It comprises comparative, functional and environmental genomics. 
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Comparative genomics examines whole genomes, their gene content, gene order, structure, 
evolution and taxonomy. Functional genomics investigates the biochemical and physiological 
role of gene products and their interactions on a large or small scale. Environmental genomics 
encompasses studies of molecular variation in natural or artificial populations of different taxa 
and their response to environmental conditions such as temperature or pollutants. One of the 
main efforts in genomics has been to obtain high numbers of large pieces of sequences of 
genomes and to assemble them into full sequences of chromosomes. Another goal has been to 
study the expression of thousands of genes using techniques such as microarrays or other high 
throughput expression RNA profiling (i.e. transcriptomics). The analysis of the immense 
amount of data generated by such approaches often requires the use of specific computerised 
methods, or “bioinformatics”. The knowledge of genomics opens new perspectives for the 
biotechnology of marine organisms, with implications for fisheries and aquaculture. 

3.3 Sequencing and analyses of genomes 

Sequencing of genomes facilitates the development of variety of DNA-based genetic markers 
to be used for the management of the wild populations and aquaculture. Expressed Sequence 
Tags (ESTs) are obtained by sequencing cDNA libraries. Such libraries can be obtained from 
tissue specific libraries or generated by Suppressive Subtractive Hybridization (SSH). EST 
databases for important marine species have been established (e.g. in oyster: 
http://www.ifremer.fr/GigasBase/) and most sequences are submitted to databases 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/; http://compbio.dfci.harvard.edu/tgi/). ESTs are the 
first step towards full length cDNA and gene sequence. Sequencing of whole fish and shellfish 
genomes contributes not only to the understanding of vertebrate and invertebrate evolution but 
also to environmental genomics and aquaculture (Crollius and Weissenbach 2005, Cossins and 
Crawford 2005). Full genome sequences are now available for a few model fish species such 
as zebrafish, fugu, puffer fish, medaka and stickleback. To date, only one commercially 
important fish – Tilapia (Cichlid Genome Consortium, http://hcgs.unh.edu/cichlid/) has 
obtained founding for sequencing; however, knowledge of the genome sequences of other 
commercially important species is critical for an efficient identification of economically 
important genes and polymorphisms. Recently, international collaborative initiatives have 
been undertaken with the aim of obtaining full or partial genomic sequences of some 
commercially important fish and shellfish species as salmon and rainbow trout (cGRASP, 
www.cgrasp.org), cod (www.codgene.ca), sea bass Dicentrarchus labrax (Chini et al. 2006) 
and the Pacific oyster Crassostrea gigas (Hedgecock et al. 2005). Full genome sequences can 
be based on the sequencing and assemblage of bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) 
containing DNA fragments of the whole target genome, or shotgun approaches. BAC libraries 
are available for Atlantic salmon (Thorsen et al. 2005), rainbow trout (Palti et al. 2004), sea 
bass (Whitaker et al. 2006), channel catfish (Quiniou et al. 2003) and oysters (Cunningham et 
al. 2006), and can also be used for physical mapping (i.e. BAC fingerprinting).  

3.4 Fisheries 

3.4.1 Discrimination of wild populations  

Population genetic research has contributed substantially to our understanding of how fish and 
shellfish species are genetically structured into reproductively isolated populations across their 
distributions. Such knowledge is of major importance for fisheries management because local 
populations are often considered worth conserving due to their unique contribution to the 
genetic diversity of the species, which may allow them to sustain productivity in changing 
environments (e.g. Hilborn et al. 2003). In addition, local populations have often adapted to 
local environmental conditions and are therefore characterised by unique morphological, 
physiological and life history traits that have a genetic basis and are therefore of conservation 
interest. Moreover, the vitality of such populations are often of great economic interest. 

http://www.ifremer.fr/GigasBase/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/
http://compbio.dfci.harvard.edu/tgi/
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However, the actual genetic basis of quantitative traits remains mostly unknown, because their 
analysis has, until recently, been logistically difficult and time consuming to conduct in most 
species. The identification of local adaptations in natural populations has recently been 
highlighted as worth special attention in the years to come (e.g. Moritz 2002; van Tienderen et 
al. 2002; ICES 2006). 

Many fish and shellfish populations have been over exploited or reduced by changes in local 
environments. These populations are endangered and some indigenous populations are already 
extinguished (e.g. Dulvy et al. 2003; Reynolds et al. 2005) and hence there is an urgent need 
for knowledge of the basic population structure of many species. Various genetic markers 
have been used in order to identify and characterise populations. Studies of such markers as 
allozymes, mtDNA polymorphism, microsatellites, RFLPs and recently, AmpFLP/RAPD have 
successfully demonstrated significant genetic differences between populations of many 
species. However, these markers represent only a small fraction of the total genomic 
polymorphism. Furthermore, they are mostly believed to be selectively neutral, and have thus 
mainly been used to draw inferences about the interplay of gene flow, genetic drift and 
historical processes, thereby limiting inferences about local adaptations in the species under 
study. Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) analysis is a new and powerful method that will 
be very helpful in managing natural and captive populations in the future. SNPs can be 
identified in inter-individual comparison of genomic DNA sequences or sequences derived 
from ESTs. Thus both coding and noncoding DNA sequences can be used to identify SNPs.  

Newly developed techniques enable screening for polymorphisms throughout the whole 
genome. Screening for many more loci will open new possibilities in population genetic 
research, moving to population genomics (Luikart et al. 2003). Global gene expression can be 
examined through the use of microarray techniques, enabling the simultaneous analysis of 
thousands of genes. Different expression levels can be observed in specimens originating from 
different localities and differing in functional traits (Rise at al. 2004a). To verify these 
correlations, many SNPs with known locations on a linkage map can be used to identify 
QTLs, which can subsequently be genotyped in natural populations. Microarrays have been 
developed for a number of fish and shellfish species (such as salmon (Rise et al. 2004a; von 
Schalburg et al. 2005a), killifish (Oleksiak et al. 2002), carp (Gracey et al. 2004), zebrafish 
(Ton et al. 2002), catfish (Li and Waldbieser 2006), medaka (Kimura et al. 2004), European 
flounder (Williams et al. 2003), Japanese flounder (Kurobe et al. 2005), mussel (Venier et al. 
2006) and oysters (Lang et al. 2006). However, even if arrays have not been developed for a 
species, reliable estimates of gene expression may still be achieved through alternative 
measures such as cross species hybridization (Renn et al. 2004) or the use of non-array based 
measures of gene expression, such as cDNA-AFLP or differential display (Breyne et al. 2003; 
Venkatesh et al. 2005). It should be noted that gene expression analyses essentially measure 
expression phenotypes. The degree of heritability of gene expression traits has rarely been 
assessed, but is often assumed (Gibson and Weir 2005). Still, for these measures to be used to 
illustrate population genetic differences, the environment needs to be controlled to rule out 
environmental effects on gene expression. Therefore, analyses of global gene expression 
require common garden approaches. Still, if properly designed such studies have great 
potentials to disclose the genetic basis of adaptations in local populations of fish and shellfish 
(e.g. Whitehead and Crawford 2006)  

Genome scans are another important group of genomic tools applying the screening of a high 
number of markers to cover the entire genome of a species under study (e.g. Luikart et al. 
2003; Storz 2005). Genome scans allow for the identification of outlier loci that are potentially 
under selection or linked to a locus under selection, i.e. hitch-hiking selection (Maynard Smith 
and Haigh 1974), thereby facilitating detection of the genetic basis of local adaptation in 
natural populations. Outliers can be detected using model based (e.g. Beaumont and Nichols 
1996) or model free (e.g. Schlötterer 2002; Kauer et al. 2003) methods of tackling. 
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Conclusions with respect to outlier status of particular loci will often be considerably 
strengthened, if signals of selection are supported by several different analytical approaches as 
well as different pairwise population comparisons (e.g. Vasemägi et al. 2005; Bonin et al. 
2006). Both allozymes, microsatellites and AFLPs have been used in genomes scans in non-
model species (e.g. Storz and Dubach 2004; Vasemägi et al. 2005; Bonin et al 2006), but 
SNPs could also be very useful for these approaches. A major advantage of genome scans is 
that they can be applied to natural populations, thereby increasing the number of species for 
which such approaches are possible. 

3.4.2 Conservation issues 

Genomics offer new possibilities for conservation genetics in two ways. The first is that it can 
increase the number of neutral genetic markers available. This will likely improve estimates of 
the effects of demographic processes, such as population declines and bottlenecks, effective 
population sizes, identification of wild and farmed individuals etc. It may also result in 
increased statistical power to detect minute levels of population structuring and assigning 
individuals of unknown origin to known baseline populations. However, many of these 
aspects are already relatively well covered with existing population genetic approaches that 
use genetic markers, such as microsatellites or AFLPs at moderate scales (Kohn et al. 2006). 
The second, a more prosperous application of genomics in relation to conservation is the 
detection of the genetic basis of local adaptation. Given that we know very little about this in 
most species of fish and shellfish, such knowledge will greatly improve our ability to manage 
genetic diversity in natural populations. 

3.4.3 Case study using Atlantic salmon 

Atlantic salmon is one of the species of relevance to fisheries management and aquaculture, 
where genomic resources are building up rapidly. Hence this species could serve as an 
important case study to demonstrate the resources that may become available in other species 
in the near future, as well as the potential applications of these resources. Genomic approaches 
in Atlantic salmon have targeted both RNA and DNA levels of variation. For instance, a 
salmonid microarray containing cDNAs representing 16,006 genes have been developed. The 
genes spotted on the array have been carefully selected from Atlantic salmon and rainbow 
trout expressed sequence tag (EST) databases. This array will serve as an important resource 
for genetic, physiological and ecological studies as well as many other fields of salmonid 
research (von Schalburg at al. 2005a). Gene expression patterns determined either for target 
genes or using microarrays have already been used to investigate the salmonid immune 
response, several disease processes and disease resistance (Lindenstrom et al 2003; Rise et al. 
2004b; Sigh et al 2004; Bridle et al 2006a; b; Fast et al. 2006; Lindenstrom et al. 2006; Martin 
et al. 2006; Purcell et al. 2006). Moreover, they have been used to survey the genes involved 
in the maturation and development of the rainbow trout ovarian and testicular tissues (von 
Schalburg et al. 2005b; 2006; Bonnet et al. 2007), to examine brain gene expression profiles 
in male salmon with different life history strategies (Aubin-Horth et al. 2005a; b), to carry out 
toxicogenomic profiling of hepatic tumour promoters in rainbow trout (Tilton et al. 2006), to 
investigate the response of the rainbow trout transcriptome to model chemical contaminants 
(Koskinen et al. 2004) and to study gene expression in atrophying muscle (Salem et al. 2006). 
Microarrays have also been applied to discriminate between farmed and wild Atlantic salmon 
using genome wide transcription profiles, showing that similar transcription profiles 
characterised farmed strains from Norway and Canada, suggesting adaptation via gene 
expression to common captive environments (Roberge et al. 2006).  

The DNA level has been targeted through markers such as microsatellites and SNPs. For 
example, Vasemagi et al. (2005) used EST linked microsatellites in a genome scan of Atlantic 
salmon populations and identified a number of outliers potentially under selection and it has 
been shown that these markers can be used in other salmonids (Ng at al. 2005). SNPs have 
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been identified through different approaches. For example, five populations of chinook salmon 
Oncorhynchus tshawytscha from the Pacific North America were surveyed for SNPs at 19 loci 
by sequencing (Campbell and Narum 2007). Of these 13 were chosen for Taqman assays (5’ 
exonuclease assays) out of 58 SNPs. Similarly, 1195 SNPs have been identified from ESTs 
and 121 of these have been characterised by pedigree analysis. As a result of the genome 
duplication that took place in common ancestor of extant salmonids 25 – 120 MYA, it has 
been estimated that up to 15-20% of salmonid loci have functional duplicates. Therefore, 
when identifying putative SNPs in the Atlantic salmon EST database, it is important to be able 
to distinguish between true SNPs (i.e., those corresponding to alleles at a single locus) and 
paralogous sequence variants (PSVs; i.e., sequence differences between duplicate loci), 
(Wright at al. 2007).  

SNPs with known locations on a linkage map can be used to identify QTLs, which can 
subsequently be genotyped in natural populations. Boulding et al. (2007) present an example 
of such research using Atlantic salmon in which 4 full sib families (backcrossed F1 males to a 
female from European and American parental populations) of salmon were used to identify 
SNPs for known QTLs. The identified SNPs in traits under selection will be genotyped in 
endangered wild Atlantic salmon to demonstrate genetic differences in functional traits among 
these endangered salmon populations and may help in their conservation (Boulding et al. 
2007). 

3.5 Aquaculture 

3.5.1 Using genomic information in aquaculture breeding  

3.5.1.1 Constructing DNA pedigrees 

In breeding programmes, information on family relations of individuals is used when 
estimating genetic parameters (heritabilities and genetic correlations) and breeding values for 
traits, and when optimising selection and mating in order to avoid inbreeding. Similarly, 
pedigrees are useful in management of conservation programmes and wild populations 
(Wilson and Ferguson 2002), e.g. when controlling inbreeding. In addition to physical 
individual tagging, pedigrees can be determined using DNA markers. This procedure is quite 
straightforward using microsatellites. Typically 10-20 variable genetic markers are needed to 
assign >95% of individuals to single pairs of parents (e.g., Vandeputte et al. 2006). To do this, 
one needs tissues samples from both potential parents and their offspring, and several freely 
available softwares exists for parental assignment (reviewed by Jones and Ardren 2003). 
Physical individual markers are useful when large facilities exist where family groups can be 
held separately until fish are large enough to be individually tagged. For instance, in salmonid 
breeding programmes fish are typically held in hundreds of family tanks until individually 
tagged at weight around 50g (Kause et al. 2005). Using DNA pedigree is useful in many 
aquaculture breeding and conservation programmes when individual tagging is difficult or 
when facilities for family tanks do not exist. Three examples of using DNA pedigrees are 
detained below: walk-back selection, estimation of genetic parameters, and conservation 
programmes. 

Walk-back selection refers to a selection programme where a group of superior individuals are 
first selected, and then only the selected animals are genotyped for family relations. Using the 
established pedigree, only those superior animals that are not too closely related are used in 
matings (Doyle and Herbinger 1994, Sonesson 2005). This is an improved mass selection 
scheme to obtain genetic improvement while simultaneously controlling for inbreeding. This 
is cost-effective because only some hundreds of individuals among the potentially (tens of) 
thousands of individuals reared need to be genotyped. This is especially useful for species for 
which no extensive resources are available or for new species those reproduction cannot be 
fully controlled. Furthermore, there are studies showing that microsatellite markers are useful 
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for determining the effective number of parents and their individual reproductive success (e.g. 
Boudry et al. 2002), and level of inbreeding in mass spawning condition mass selection 
scheme in the Nile tilapia (Fassehaye et al. 2007) as well as the flat oyster Ostrea edulis 
(Launey et al. 2001). A full population can be genotyped for parental analysis, which allows 
one to estimate heritabilities and genetic correlations to traits of interest. Such an approach has 
been used e.g. Vandeputte et al. (2005) on common carp. 

Likewise, DNA pedigrees are useful in conservation programmes of wild fish and shellfish, 
especially when aiming at controlling inbreeding. Microsatellite genotyping in the induced 
mass spawns of lion-paw scallop demonstrated that some parents contribute much higher 
percent to the progeny than expected (Petersen et al. 2007). Similarly, the impact of hatchery 
practices on the genetic variability of progenies can be monitored (Taris et al. 2006). That is, 
when the effective population size is reduced and inbreeding can decrease hatchery stocks and 
impact natural population in the case of introgression. Mutliplexing (i.e. simultaneous PCR 
amplification) of microsatellites (e.g. Taris et al. 2005) and SNP-based parentage assignment 
(Rengmark et al. 2006; Anderson and Garza 2006) are now greatly facilitating this type of 
studies.  

3.5.1.2 Marker assisted selection 

Marker assisted selection (MAS) refers to a selection procedure which is improved using 
information from genetic markers. Allelic variation in genetic markers can be linked to the 
variation in traits of economic interest, and thus the marker provides DNA level information 
on the inheritance of the traits. Marker assisted selection is especially useful for traits that are 
difficult to breeder using traditional means. Such traits can be costly or difficult to record 
(feed efficiency, disease resistance, omega-3-acids), they may require slaughtering of 
individuals (fillet quality, body composition), can be recorded from only one sex (caviar 
production), or cannot be directly recorded from breeding candidates (e.g., sea performance 
when breeding candidates are held at fresh water breeding station). Moreover, MAS can be 
used early in life to breed for traits that are expressed later in life (e.g., caviar production, 
maturity age), allowing one to cull the population to save feed and management costs (e.g. 
Martinez et al. 2005). 

The practical use of markers in selection can be roughly divided into three classes: 1) 
removing genetic disorders, 2) marker breeding value-selection, and 3) genomic selection. 
These three methods differ in the complexity of computational selection tools needed and 
requirements of the genomic data. Recessive genetic disorders determined by a simple 
Mendelian one-locus way can be effectively removed from a population using a gene test 
made from a small tissues sample. Individuals carrying a deleterious allele are culled, and no 
computationally demanding selection tools are needed. Such tests are in practical use in 
terrestrial farm animals (e.g., Sironen et al. 2006). Marker breeding values of individuals can 
be estimated by combining information on phenotypes and a single or several QTLs 
(quantitative trait loci) segregating within a pedigreed population (Fernando and Grossman 
1989). When estimating breeding values, genetic variation can be explained by the QTL 
effect(s) and the remaining polygenetic parts. For a QTL to be useful here, a genetic marker 
needs to be located very close to the actual gene, i.e., within less than 1 cMs. If this is not the 
case, then it is unlikely that the QTL will be applicable across the whole population, and the 
linkage between the marker and the gene will be broken down by recombination during the 
next few generations. Thus, QTL fine mapping is needed for the QTL to be practically 
usefully. Marker breeding values are used in dairy cow selection, e.g., in France and Germany 
(Hayes et al. 2006). 

 Genomic selection refers to selection directed on allelic variation identified across the 
whole genome. Allelic variation in thousands of loci as well as their affects on economic traits 
can be estimated, and genomic breeding values can be thus estimated (Meuvissen et al. 2001). 
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After the effects of the alleles have been established, no phenotypic information on animals 
are needed in selection. Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) is the most promising method 
for such whole-genome analysis. Using current technology, variation in tens of thousands of 
SNPs can be simultaneously estimated. For this method to be effective, however, Hayes et al. 
(2006) suggested that 10-20 QTLs need to be found for each trait and up to 30 000 SNPs may 
be needed to obtain enough dense marker map. Methods to perform such analyses and 
genomic selection tools are currently under development. Thousands of SNPs are already 
available for Atlantic salmon (Hayes et al. 2007). 

3.5.1.3 Linkage maps and QTLs in aquatic species 

Linkage maps are needed for mapping of major chromosome regions influencing phenotypic 
traits (quantitative trait loci, QTLs). Examples of published linkage maps for several major 
aquaculture and model species are given in Table 1. For most of the marker maps, the average 
distance between markers is 2-10 cM. Already average marker distance of 20 cM would be 
suitable for location a QTL to a correct chromosome arm. A useful feature is that the male 
maps are often shorter than the female maps. Thus, the initial QTL mapping can be more 
easily performed using male offspring. For fine mapping, marker distance of 1 cM or less is 
needed. 

A variety of markers has been used for identification of populations and strains in the wild and 
aquaculture with the aim of improving management. These markers can be used for 
construction of high-resolution genetic linkage maps and search for quantitative trait loci 
(QTL), and finally to marker assisted selection (MAS) (Liu and Cordes 2004; Sarropoulou et 
al. 2005a; Senger et al. 2006; Silverstein et al. 2006; Montano-Perez et al. 2006). Table 2 lists 
QTL studies performed in several aquaculture species. Two observations can be done from 
these studies. First, most of the studies are on growth-related traits, followed by disease 
resistance traits. Only a few or none studies exits for quality or feed utilisation traits. MAS 
will be especially useful for disease and quality traits. Second, most of the studies on aquatic 
species have not proceeded to fine-mapping. Consequently, a lot of effort must be put on this 
area, in order for genomic studies to be useful in practical breeding programmes. 

Studies of large scale gene expression using microarrays containing clones from cDNA library 
are helpful in discovery of candidate genes for particular/multifactorial traits (Sarropoulou et 
al. 2005b). However, the challenge is to find between-individual variation in gene expression 
that could be exploited in selective breeding. By simply knowing that a certain gene is 
expressed or not is not enough, the gene must also display alternative gene variants that can be 
selected. Hedgecock et al. (2007) recently reported transcriptomic analysis of growth heterosis 
in larvae using megacloning and massively parallel signature sequencing (MPSS) in the 
Pacific oyster. Microarrays have been produced in USA (Lang et al., 2006, Jenny et al., in 
press) and are currently under development in Europe to study summer mortality following 
SSH approaches (Huvet et al. 2004; Saavedra and Bachere 2006).  

3.5.1.4 Identification of sex 

The understanding of sex determination systems is one of the most sought after aspects of 
genomics in finfish aquaculture. Aquaculture farmers often prefer to farm only one of sexes, 
because of its superior characteristics (Kause et al. 2003). Moreover, production of sterile 
animals (e.g. using triploidy) will enable further reduction of risks related to escape effects of 
farmed animals on natural marine populations. Males are the heterogametic sex in salmon and 
Arctic charr. Several microsatellite markers are linked to the sex-determining factor (SEX) in 
the linkage analysis (Woram et al. 2003, Artieri et al. 2006; Fujiki et al. 2007; Kwitkowski et 
al. 2007). BACs or fosmid clones positive for these microsatellites were isolated from 
libraries. Fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) was used to identify their positions on 
chromosomes. Fosmids, BACs and BAC-ends sequences were used for identification of the 
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SEX candidate genes. Despite the discovery of a finding sequence characterised amplified 
region (SCAR), the search for the SEX factor has to be continued. 

3.5.1.5 Cost-benefit analyses 

The development and extensive use of genomic tools in selection are resource demanding. 
Consequently, a cost-benefit analysis would be useful for determining the advantage of using 
genomic tools. Break-even cost of genotyping depends on the efficiency of MAS selection 
(relative to traditional selection), duration until the loci selected is fixed, the size of the 
producer level and costs of genotyping, as shown by the analysis of pig enterprise by Hayes et 
al. (2004). Likewise, breeders should in advance determine the way marker assisted selection 
can be most effectively used. For instance, should all individuals be genotyped, should 
individuals be genotyped early in life or at maturity, should only pre-selected breeding 
candidates be genotyped, could within-family selection be effective, and what are the 
economical benefits and practical constraints of the alternative selection strategies. There are 
no such studies performed in aquatic species. 
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Table 1. A list of linkage maps on aquaculture species. If two values are given for a parameter, the 
first refers to the male and the second to the female map. 

SPECIES 
NRO OF 

MARKERS 
MAP LENGTH 

(CM) 
LINKAGE 
GROUPS 

AVERAGE 
DISTANCE 
BETWEEN 

MARKERS (CM) REFERENCE 

Sea bream 204 1242 26 6.1 Franch et al. 
(2006) 

Sea bass 162 567 / 906 25 3.5 / 5.6 Chistiakov et 
al. (2005) 

Atlantic 
salmon 

251 / 230 103 / 901 31 / 33 0.41 / 3.9 Moen et al. 
(2004a) 

Atlantic 
salmon 

64 na 15 na Gilbey et al. 
(2004) 

Rainbow 
trout 

476 2628 31 5.5 Young et al. 
(1998) 

Rainbow 
trout 

1359 4359 30 3.2 Nichols et al. 
(2003) 

Rainbow 
trout 

903 2750 31 3.0 Guyomard et 
al. (2006) 

Rainbow 
trout 

208 na 29 na Sakamoto et 
al. (2000) 

Brown trout 288 346 / 912 37 1.2 / 3.2 Gharbi et al. 
(2006) 

Pink salmon 22 na 8 na Matsuoka et 
al. (2004) 

Arctic charr 327 390 / 992 46 1.2 / 3.0 Woram et al. 
(2004) 

Tilapia 162 704 30 4.3 Kocher et al. 
(1998) 

Tilapia 546 1311 24 2.4 Lee et al. 
(2005) 

Tilapia 214 1632 24 7.6 Agresti et al. 
(2000) 

Common carp 268 4111 50 15.3 Sun & Liang 
(2004) 

Channel 
catfish 

418 1593 44 3.8 Liu et al. 
(2003) 

Walking 
catfish 

134 2037 31 17.1 Poompuang 
& Na-Nakorn 
(2004) 

      
Pacific oyster 119 1031 11 9.5 Li & Guo 

(2004) 
Pacific oyster 102 616 / 770 11 / 22 6.0 / 7.6 Hubert & 

Hedgecock 
(2004) 

Blacklip 
abalone 

102 / 98 621 / 766 17 / 20 7.3 / 9.8 Baranski et 
al. (2006) 

Pacific 
abalone 

94 / 119 1366 / 1774 19 / 22 18.2 / 18.3 Liu et al. 
(2006) 

Blue mussel 116 / 121 825 / 863 14 8.0 / 8.1 Lallias et al. 
(submitted) 

European flat 
oyster 

137 / 149 471 / 450 9 / 10 4.9 / 4.2 Lallias et al. 
(submitted) 
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SPECIES 
NRO OF 

MARKERS 
MAP LENGTH 

(CM) 
LINKAGE 
GROUPS 

AVERAGE 
DISTANCE 
BETWEEN 

MARKERS (CM) REFERENCE 

      
Medaka 633 1354 24 2.1 Naruse et al. 

(2000) 
Pufferfish 200 697 / 1213 22 / 22 3.5 / 6.1 Kai et al. 

(2005) 
Swordtail 290 2178 24 7.5 Walter et al. 

(2004) 
Ayu 195 1660 36 8.5 Watanabe et 

al. (2004) 
n.a. - Not available. 
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Table 2. A list of quantitative trait loci (QTL) studies on aquaculture species 

SPECIES   

Traits studied Reference  
Rainbow trout Hatching time, embryonic 

length, weight 
Martinez et al. (2005) 

Rainbow trout Embryonic development rate  Robison et al. (2001) 
Rainbow trout Development rate Sundin et al. (2005) 
Rainbow trout Body length, thermotolerance Perry et al. (2005) 
Rainbow trout Growth, condition factor, 

maturity age 
Martyniuk et al. (2003) 

Rainbow trout Spawning time Sakamoto et al. (1999) 
Rainbow trout Length, pyloric caeca, nro of 

scales 
Nichols et al. (2004) 

Rainbow trout Pyloric caeca Zimmerman et al. (2005) 
Rainbow trout Thermotolerance Jackson et al. (1998) 
Rainbow trout Thermotolerance Danzmann et al. (1999) 
Rainbow trout Infectious pancreatic necrosis 

virus 
Ozaki et al. (2001) 

Rainbow trout Infectious hematopoietic 
necrosis 

Rodriquez et al. (2004) 

Rainbow trout Ceratomyxa shasta resistance Nichols et al. (2003) 
Rainbow trout Killer-cell activity Zimmerman et al. (2004) 
   
Atlantic salmon/Rainbow 
trout/Arctic charr 

Body weight, condition factor Reid et al. (2005) 

Atlantic salmon Infectious salmon anaemia Moen et al. (2004b) 
Atlantic salmon Infectious pancreatic necrosis 

virus, furunculosis, infectious 
salmon anaemia 

Kjoglum et al. (2005) 

Atlantic salmon Furunculosis, infectious 
salmon anaemia 

Grimholt et al. (2003) 

Coho salmon Fillet colour Araneda et al. (2005) 
Arctic charr Growth rate Tao & Boulding (2003) 
   
Tilapia Innate immunity, response to 

stress, growth 
Cnaani et al. (2004) 

Tilapia Thermotolerance Moen et al. (2004c) 
Asian seabass Growth traits Wang et al. (2006) 
   
Eastern oyster Perkinsus marinus resistance Yu and Guo (2006) 
European Flat oyster Bonamia ostreaea resistance Lallias et al. (2007) 

3.6 Cultured fish and shellfish health 

Genomics can help to overcome problems related to infectious diseases by better 
understanding host defence systems and identifying QTLs or candidate genes. Aquaculture 
productivity is reduced by various pathogens. Examples of genomics based studies include 
oomycete Saprolegnia parasitica (Torto-Alalibo et al. 2005), a bacterial agent of cold-water 
disease Flavobacterium psychrophilum (Soule et al. 2005) and a parasitic protozoan ciliate 
Ichthyophthirius multifiliis, the agent of the white spot disease through virulent factors 
(Abernathy et al. 2007). The acute phase response following infection of catfish with 
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Edwarsiella ictaluri, causing enteric septicaemia, was studied by high density in situ 
oligonucleotide microarray (Peatman et al. 2007). Numerous of acute phase proteins were 
upregulated and many pathogen recognition receptors and chemokines were differentially 
expressed in the liver. These results were confirmed with real-time PCR. A candidate gene 
approach was employed to find markers associated with disease resistance in which 28 
microsatellites located near and in the immune genes were developed (Karsi et al. 2007). Two 
microsatellites were associated with resistance and two with susceptible phenotypes. These 
markers have been incorporated to the catfish linkage map, which will facilitate finding 
resistance QTLs and will help in development of MAS programmes. Cytokines are important 
immune system regulators in fish and genomics and proteonomics can help to develop 
vaccines and immunostimulants for aquaculture (Savan and Sakai 2006). Bao et al. (2007) 
identified 26 chemotactic cytokine genes, sequenced them and studied their expression in 
catfish.  

Whirling disease strongly affects western American hatcheries and natural populations of 
rainbow trout, is caused by Myxobolus cerebralis. A European hatchery strain Hofer exhibits 
almost complete resistance to this pathogen. Microarray technology was used to study 
differences in global gene expression between resistant and susceptible rainbow trout strains 
(Baerwald et al. 2007). Several candidate genes were discovered that indicates genetic 
mechanisms of resistance to whirling disease in fish. To pinpoint these genetic mechanisms of 
resistance rainbow trout full sib families under hatchery conditions were exposed to the 
bacterial pathogen Yersinia ruckeri, which causes enteric red mouth disease and 
Flavobacterium psychrophilum (Palti et al. 2007). Linkage disecquilibrium and the resistance 
to the pathogens was assessed by genotyping with microsatellites linked to the four major 
histocompatibility (MH) genomic regions, to toll-like receptor genes and to the two copies of 
tumour necrosis factor superfamily 13b. The MH sequences variation can be useful in 
selective breeding for resistance to the pathogens. Atlantic salmon T-cell receptor alpha/delta 
genes exhibit vast diversity for antigen recognition (Yazawa et al. 2007). Differences in 
susceptibility to infectious hematopoietic necrosis virus were studied with microarray 
technology between four salmonid species (Salmo salar, Oncorhynchus nerka, O. keta and O. 
kisutch). The observed differences were related to species-specific differences in viral ability 
to enter cells, and possibly to effectiveness in taking control over cellular mechanisms rather 
than from strength of the host immunological response (Miller et al. 2007).  

Examples of invertebrate cultured species related studies are proteins AMPs and other 
elements of the immune system in paneid shrimps and Pacific oyster (C. gigas, Bachere et al. 
2004). Another pathogen in shrimp is the white spot syndrome virus, which can be controlled 
by the anti-viral immunity of injected dsRNA molecules and siRNAs (Westenberg et al. 
2005).  

3.7 Alternative feed  

Functional genomics can contribute to the production of new kinds of feed for cultured fishes. 
One of examples is finding a possibility of production of novel feed sources (such as plant 
based protein for carnivorous fish) or terrestrial transgenic plants (soybean or rapeseed) feed 
with marine – similar fatty acid composition (Opsahl – Ferstad et al. 2003). Present evidence 
indicates that in Salmonids, novel plant-based feed sources may induce only weak genotype-
by-diet interactions that would need special attention from fish breeders (Quinton et al. 2007). 
However, novel feed ingredients may have deleterious effects on quality or biological 
efficiency of aquatic species, and it is a challenge to develop the feed and the animal material 
further. Moreover, genomic approaches could also contribute to a better understanding of lipid 
pathways and synthesis of long chain polyunsaturated fatty acids, facilitating the selection of 
genotypes that dictate a good performance when feed a low fish oil or protein diet.  
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3.8 Recommendations 

• The implementation of genomic approaches should be encouraged in the fields of 
fisheries and aquaculture by supporting the development of genomic resources, 
such as BAC libraries, fine scale linkage maps, EST databases and expression 
profiling.  

• International networks and large collaborative initiatives are essential so that 
projects such as full genome sequencing can be implemented and be exploited in 
various fields of fisheries and aquaculture. 

• Open access web-based resources, joining available genomic data (ESTs, 
mapping data, BAC fingerprinting and annotation…) should be developed in 
order to favour integrated collaborations (see also ToR E).  

• Studies of local adaptations in the wild and hatchery populations should 
incorporate genomic approaches to further understand the footprints of selection 
at a genome wide level. 

• Potentials of molecular marker assisted selection and domestication process in 
aquaculture species should be further explored, benefiting from the development 
of new genomic resources and computational and analytical tools.  
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4 ToR (c): To identify and provide recommendations for the optimal 
extraction and storage of DNA from fish for molecular based studies 

Martha O’ Sullivan, Mary Cross, Geir Dahle and Elizabeth Gosling 

4.1 Introduction 

Insight into the impact of harvesting and climate change on a species biodiversity is vital for 
the sustainable conservation and management of commercially important animals. 
Understanding these impacts relies on analyzing some sort of time series data. Fisheries 
molecular biologists interested in studying temporal changes in genetic diversity in fish and 
shellfish stocks are extremely fortunate, as viable sources of time-series genetic data for many 
species can be found in fisheries institutes and universities throughout the world. In the 
majority of cases these ‘sources of genetic information’ take the form of scales or otoliths 
collected for aging and subsequently stored in cupboards or warehouses. In addition, naturally 
preserved tissues (e.g. ancient salmon, Salmo salar scales found in caves Consuegra et al., 
2005) and formalin preserved samples (Chakraborty et al., 2006) found in natural history 
museums have in many cases been found to be viable sources of DNA.  

The potential of such sources of genetic information has been acknowledged for many years, 
but it is only with relatively recent advancements in methods for DNA extraction, and 
subsequent analysis of DNA variation, that we have been able to exploit these sources. Some 
of these advancements have included relatively cheap and rapid DNA extraction methods that 
produce an impure DNA extract that can successfully be screened for variation using different 
types of molecular marker, thus cutting down on analysis time and expense. Though these 
quick extraction methods are obviously of huge benefit for large population studies they do 
have their drawbacks, such as reduced quality and quantity of the DNA extracted and 
shortened ‘shelf life’. In general, under optimal storage conditions the purer the DNA extract, 
the longer it will last. Therefore it is vital in instances where there is only enough tissue for a 
single DNA extraction from a valuable source (as defined below), that a method be chosen 
that gives the highest possible yield and quality and in turn the longest possible life span. 
Therefore to prevent the inadvertent loss of information from these ‘valuable’ samples it is 
vital that the tissue is stored under optimal conditions, and that an extraction method be used 
that results in the highest possible quality end-product. 

This ToR aims to emphasize the importance of correct tissue storage for both historical and 
contemporary samples, as well as to stress the importance of choosing the most suitable DNA 
extraction method for ‘valuable’ samples. This will allow for maximum ‘information yield’ 
from these samples. The Tor deals primarily with DNA as opposed to RNA or proteins. This 
is because when dealing with older samples, unless the tissue has been stored under very 
specific conditions it is not possible to analyze RNA or protein markers. However, we 
recommend that in future sampling programs where ‘valuable’ tissues are being collected that 
tissue is stored in such a way as to allow for analysis of RNA and proteins (see later).  

4.2 Tissue storage 

Once the mechanism for DNA repair in a living organism is terminated at death, DNA quickly 
deteriorates. However, this process can be slowed down, or even stopped, if a suitable 
preservation method is used. Therefore, to undertake any molecular genetic study, the source 
material must be preserved to facilitate the analysis of targeted molecules, e.g. DNA, RNA or 
proteins. 

The storage of tissue for DNA analysis in 96-100% alcohol is common practice in many 
molecular genetic laboratories today. However, storage vials and ratio of tissue to alcohol is 
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still not standardised in many sampling programs. It is important that tissue is stored in well 
sealed vials with a tissue to alcohol ratio of approximately 1 to 10. Storage in 2ml screw cap 
eppendorf tubes with an O-ring (seal) is regarded as the most successful storage method, and 
should ideally be used in all cases of wet tissue sampled for DNA extraction. These samples 
should then be stored at a constant temperature between 4 and 20oC to ensure maximum 
yields of high quality DNA (G. Dahle pers com. 2007).  

Samples of tissue stored at –800C can still be found in many laboratories. Although this tissue 
can yield high quality DNA, this method of preservation does have its disadvantages. Not least 
are the requirements for space and the cost of running the freezers. There is also the danger of 
freezer malfunction with consequent loss of samples. Therefore, a better strategy is to transfer 
tissue to vials containing alcohol, as described above.  

Shorter strands of DNA can be successfully extracted from dried scales and otoliths that are 
stored in paper envelopes. Such sources of genetic material are widespread with many 
institutions holding years of scale and otolith samples from decades of sampling in storage. 
However, optimal storage conditions are not well worked out. At present these collections 
tend to be generally kept in laboratory cupboards or warehouses. The degeneration rate of the 
DNA in this material is unknown, and before this source of genetic information is lost forever 
it is important that optimal conditions for storage e.g., temperature and humidity, are 
determined.  

It should be noted that tissue stored in ethanol cannot be used for RNA or protein analysis 
with storage in liquid nitrogen being regarded as the best method of tissue preservation if these 
molecules are to be analysed. As this is not always possible an alternative method for RNA 
work is to add an RNA stabilizing solution to the tissue, while in the case of proteins storage 
at -800C is generally regarded as suitable.  

Smith & Burgoyne (2004) recommend a method of storage where tissue is stored on filter 
papers that contain chemicals that lyse cells, denature proteins and protect nucleic acids from 
nucleases, oxidation and UV damage (eg Watman FTA cards) They successfully extracted and 
amplified DNA from the filter papers following storage for four years at a room temperature 
which fluctuated between 18oC and 42oC. Livia et al. (2006) used filter papers to store buccal 
and body mucus from brown trout (Salmo trutta) and northern pike (Esox lucius), from which 
they successfully extracted DNA seven months later and carried out both mtDNA RFLP and 
nDNA microsatellite analysis. However, it is still unclear how successful this method of tissue 
storage is over a longer time scale, and for now should be avoided in the case of valuable 
samples.  

4.3 Extraction methods  

Several methods exist for the successful extraction of DNA from fish. The earlier successful 
methods of extraction followed a phenol-chloroform based method (Taggart et al., 1992) with 
various modifications, depending on the source tissue (Nielsen et al., 1999). This results in a 
relatively high quality, easily quantified, DNA extract. When these extracts are stored at -20oC 
or -80oC many laboratories have been able to go back and reuse the extract for analysis many 
years later (T. Cross pers com 2007).  

As well as the standard phenol–chloroform extraction method, and modifications of it, there 
are now several kits on the market: Qiagen DNeasy™ (Qiagen), Illustra ™Tissue DNA 
extraction kit (GE Healthcare) Picopure™ (Arcturus), for the extraction of high quality DNA. 
These tend to be relatively simple, non-toxic methods which produce high yields of intact high 
quality DNA. 

With the introduction of the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) the importance of having a 
highly purified DNA extract for some types of DNA analyses decreased. Fragments of 
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targeted DNA can easily be amplified from a relatively crude extract, and as a result it has 
become common practice to use such quick extraction methods in many studies involving 
large samples sizes. The advantages are clear in that these methods tend to be much cheaper, 
less laborious and less time consuming. However, it is unknown as to how long these crude 
extracts can be stored. Some laboratories have found it necessary to go back and re-extract 
DNA from tissue within a few months of storing the original extract at -4oC (M. Cross pers 
com 2007), while others have been able to use the same extract over 10 to 12 years later (E. 
Verspoor pers com 2007). Because of the uncertainty of how long these extracts will last it is 
recommended that these protocols are avoided when dealing with valuable samples.  

4.4 Valuable samples 

Recent advances in molecular techniques offer potential for the extraction of DNA from a 
diverse range of material, previously considered intractable (see DeSalle & Bonwich 1996 for 
a review) with biochemical methods moving ahead to such an extent that DNA sequences can 
now be retrieved from ancient sources. This means that DNA can be amplified and sequenced 
from individuals representing extinct populations, or from individuals representing entire 
species that are now extinct. In many cases these tissue sources may be considered unique. 
However, such ancient tissue sources are not the only DNA sources that should be treated with 
care. The term ‘unique’ may also be applied to tissue samples collected several decades ago 
from populations that are still being sampled today. The term may also be applied to samples 
taken from ‘hard to sample areas’. In many cases only a very small piece of tissue (e.g. a 
single scale sample) is available, and it is important that we make the best possible use of the 
genetic information that the sample could potentially provide.  

In cases where there is only enough tissue for one extraction from these valuable samples 
extraction protocols should be chosen which give a high yield high quality DNA extract. This 
should result in a DNA extract that lasts over time if stored at -80oC.  

4.5 Conclusion 

Although we can be fairly certain that tissue stored in alcohol, as described above, and the use 
of extraction methods that yield a purified DNA extract, will give us an extended time frame 
over which we can analyse samples, there are still a number of questions that remain to be 
answered if we are to make maximum use of samples available to us. Top priority for the 
WGAGFM is to determine the optimal storage conditions for worldwide repositories of scales 
and otoliths, in order to minimise DNA degradation. At present the majority of these samples 
are kept in laboratory cupboards in uncontrolled conditions with large variations in factors 
such as temperature and humidity. Another question concerns the longevity of DNA extracts. 
Experience has taught us that the more exacting extraction methods result in a higher quality 
DNA extract, but how long this product will last when stored at -80oC is unknown. Whether 
the DNA obtained by different pure extraction methods varies in terms of extended shelf life is 
also unknown.  

There is also the question as to which method, storage of the original tissue, or storage of the 
actual DNA extract, gives the longest lasting source of genetic information. From the point of 
storage cost and space, keeping tissue in alcohol is more manageable but we cannot be certain 
as to just how long such tissue will yield viable DNA. Similarly, we are uncertain as to how 
long we can store pure DNA extracts such that the DNA is still informative.  

Finally, a large amount of time and expense goes into the collecting and extracting of DNA for 
molecular studies. Members of the WGAGFM feel that it is extremely important that the 
potential availability of these samples be made known to other laboratories when a study 
finishes and particularly in cases where the material is being disposed of. This is vital where 
valuable samples are concerned.  
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4.6 Recommendations 
1 ) A working group be established to investigate the best methods for DNA 

extraction from tissue stored by various methods, together with optimum storage 
methods of the extracted product to ensure its longevity.  

2 ) Otoliths and scales should for now continue to be stored in paper envelopes in dry 
conditions, with mollusc shells being stored in dry conditions. A working group 
should be set up as soon as possible to determine best conditions for storage. This 
is a matter of urgency if we are to preserve the genetic information contained in 
the thousands of samples now in storage. 

3 ) Tissue should be stored in preference to DNA when enough tissue is available 
4 ) Fresh tissues for DNA analysis should be stored in ethanol as outlined in text. 

Freezer -stored specimens should be removed and stored in ethanol.* 
5 ) When sampling rare, or difficult to access, samples for DNA work, tissue should 

be also stored for RNA and protein analysis. 
6 ) Extraction methods for unique samples should be chosen to give a product with 

highest possible yield, quality and longevity. Until such a method is agreed upon 
(following Recommendation 1) a technique should be chosen that is known to 
give a high quality, purified extract, in order to minimise its degradation over 
time.  

7 ) Prior to disposal of tissue or DNA samples, all relevant institutions should be 
made aware of the availability of samples. This would be made easier if a meta 
data base was operational. Consideration should be given to setting up a working 
group to look into the feasibility of setting up institutionally-based repositories. 

*This method is not suitable for storage of tissue for RNA or protein analysis.  
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5 ToR (d): To assess, through a case study with anadromous 
salmonids, the potential of genetic and spatial data analysis 
methods for resolving spatial boundaries of finfish and shellfish 
populations, and for gaining insight into the geographic and 
ecological factors controlling the development of population 
boundaries. 

Tom Cross, Elizabeth Gosling, Ellen Kenchington, Eric Verspoor, Dorte Bekkevold, Geir 
Dahle, Eileen Dillane, Torild Johansen, Philip McGinnity 

Novel methods are now available to combine molecular population genetic results with 
geographical features (often referred to as landscape genetics). Under this TOR these methods 
are described and illustrated with examples from finfish and shellfish species. A genetic 
population can be defined as a group of freely interbreeding individuals within a species, 
which is genetically differentiated from other such groups. For example, in anadromous 
Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) populations are highly differentiated during the freshwater 
phase, often occurring in different areas within large river systems (Primer et al., 2006). On 
the other hand, fully marine species such as cod have a much less defined population structure, 
with the same population apparently often occurring over large geographic areas. 

Within any fish or shellfish population, spatial extent and position (“population footprint”) 
varies according to the life cycle stage. As for fisheries and aquaculture population genetics in 
general, a particular stage and time (Bekkevold et al. 2005) in the life cycle, where 
populations are most likely to be discrete (based on the biology of the species), will be 
selected for analysis of landscape genetics. This is usually the spawning stage in finfish 
species (but see Appendix 3 with reference to cod spawning off the Lofoten Islands). With 
most mollusks and crustacean species, this pattern may not apply. For example, in bivalve 
mollusks the sedentary adult stage will be chosen, but sexual maturity is not relevant in the 
context of sampling. What is important is not to choose the motile larval stage. Therefore, the 
biology of each individual species needs to be considered separately.  

Taking account of all available fisheries, geographic and hydrographic data (Grant & Waples, 
2000), areas for sampling are selected. Appropriate samples are then collected, depending on 
the type of genetic marker being used. Samples are screened for these genetic markers 
(generally 10 or more microsatellite loci, at present) and the results analysed using appropriate 
population genetic software. To consider the genetic results in a geographic context, several 
landscape genetic programmes are available. 

5.1 Landscape genetic analyses 

Geographical latitude and longitude co-ordinates or other x-y plane positioning data (e.g. 
position in a grid) can be used along with genetic data to visualize the genetic landscape. This 
relatively new field has been recently reviewed by Storfer et al. (2006), who provide an 
overview of the literature, as well as a summary of analytical tools and associated sampling 
strategies.  Here we focus on applications used in the recent marine literature. 

BARRIER (FST BASED, Appendix 2; Manni et al., 2004) and AIS (IA based, Appendix 1; 
Miller, 2005) are just two examples of software packages which use Monmonier’s Maximum 
Difference algorithm (Monmonier, 1973) to identify putative genetic barriers across a 
connectivity network between sampling locations, based on Delaunay triangulation (Watson, 
1992). The triangulated network is the simplest and most common tessellation technique for 
the creation of surfaces. Contiguous, non-overlapping triangles are created by linear 
interpolation of the variable.  
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Monmonier’s algorithm identifies neighbouring sample-pairs associated with the highest rate 
of change in a given distance measure, which in this case is a measure of genetic distance. 
BARRIER does not calculate the genetic distance matrix, which must be separately generated 
and input into the programme, along with the corresponding geographic distance matrix. 
Usually the genetic distance matrix is an FST distance matrix between populations. AIS 
software generates a connectivity network internally using Nei’s genetic distance (Nei et al., 
1983) applied to pairs of individuals (Manel et al., 2003), instead of pairs of populations, to 
produce the genetic matrix. This subtle difference is important in that AIS does not require a 
priori assumptions of populations, as is needed for FST calculations (see Appendix 1). If 
precise information on individuals is not available, e.g. when numerous individuals are 
collected in a single tow, AIS allows for multiple observations from the same spatial co-
ordinate and average between locality inter-individual genetic distances are used to infer 
putative barriers.  

Monmonier’s algorithm identifies, as the initial barrier segment, the greatest genetic distance 
between any two localities joined in the connectivity network. Additional segments are added 
until an external edge or a previously defined internal barrier segment is encountered (see 
Miller 2005 for further details). When genetic distances are equal, both directions are 
followed, resulting in bi- or multi-furcating barriers. When the initial barrier is halted in one 
direction, the opposite direction is followed along the same steps. BARRIER allows for testing 
the significance of the barriers using a bootstrap matrices analysis, which is not implemented 
in AIS. For the latter the putative barriers can be tested a posteriori for statistical differences 
between them, using any set of genetic or other variables. Additionally, a hierarchical multi-
locus AMOVA can be used to partition the total variance into variance components distributed 
among regions defined by the putative barriers, among populations within regions and within 
populations, using programs such as ARLEQUIN (Schneider et al., 2000).  

Graphical representations of genetic distance patterns can be visualized using AIS. Three-
dimensional surface plots (see Appendix 1) examine the whole range of genetic variation, 
rather than focusing only on areas of low gene flow. The method uses the same connectivity 
network and triangulation procedures discussed above (X-Y plane), and assigns a calculated 
inter-individual or inter-sample genetic distance in the Z-axis. A simple inverse-distance-
weighting interpolation procedure (Watson, 1992), commonly used in stock assessments (e.g., 
Simard et al., 1992) is used to infer genetic distances between samples. The programme 
generates a graphical representation of the genetic landscape, which can be rotated to view 
from different angles.  

Genetic landscape surfaces can then be input into any number of geographic information 
systems (GIS), which allow different data layers to be overlaid on each other to visually 
evaluate the spatial distribution of features. In GIS software packages (e.g. ArcGIS; 
http://www.esri.com), different types of geographic features (e.g. bathymetry, substrate, 
temperature contours and historical features, such as position of ice during glaciations) can be 
stored as different map layers. Organizing data as spatially referenced layers provides 
flexibility to select and combine layers in various ways, in order to evaluate which features 
tend to co-localize or to explain the presence of another feature, as a consequence of its spatial 
relationship. Then, further analyses can be performed to test the explanatory power of the 
selected variables. 

Once the populations have been differentiated, the space occupied by each at the spawning 
stage can be investigated using survey and commercial fisheries data, and using geographical 
information such as spawning habitat heterogeneity. In addition, for fully marine species, 
information on the hydrography of the region in question must be considered. 

The anadromous Atlantic salmon, Salmo salar, is a good model to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the landscape genetics approach for two reasons. Firstly, during the 

http://www.esri.com/
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freshwater phase of the lifecycle populations are highly differentiated even within large river 
systems, probably because of accurate natal homing and small size of spawning population, 
with the latter accentuating genetic drift effects. Secondly, a great deal of geographical data 
has been accumulated on most rivers occupied by salmon, and detailed GIS plots are often 
available. Salmon require suitable spawning habitat, which is often not homogeneously 
distributed within a river. Further, since salmon parr tend to remain adjacent to spawning 
redds at least during their first year of life, then sampling can be informed by geographical 
knowledge.  

An example of such an approach is an investigation of population structure of salmon in the 
river Moy and adjacent smaller rivers in north western Ireland (Dillane, McGinnity and Cross-
in preparation). The Moy is one of the bigger salmon rivers in western Europe and the native 
populations are largely unaffected by interactions with reared salmon (as either farm escapes 
or as the result of stocking). Spawning areas (Figure 1) were identified by direct observation 
during the spawning period and 0+ and 1+ (n=50 of each) parr were subsequently sampled 
from each area by electrofishing. Samples were screened for 12 microsatellite loci and 
standard population genetic analyses, both group based (e.g. FST) and individual based, were 
undertaken using the resulting genotypic data. No temporal variability was observed within 
most sampling areas, so pooled year-classes were used in subsequent analyses. Significant 
pairwise differences were observed between all spatially distinct samples but these 
populations fell into several more distinct groupings (shown in different colours in the PCA 
plot in Figure 2).  

 

Figure 1. The Moy, Bunrea, Palmerstown, Easkey and Ballysadare catchments. Sampling areas 
are shown in yellow. Adjacent spawning zones are shown in black. The green area represents parts 
of the main Moy channel which consisted of an extensive spawning area prior to drainage work 
carried out in the 1960s. (1 Glendavolagh; 2 Lower Shanvolahan; 3 Upper Shanvolahan ; 4 
Clydagh; 5 Lower Manulla; 6 Upper Manulla; 7 Pollagh; 8 Glore; 9 Trimoge; 10 Killeen; 11 
Upper Spaddagh; 12 Lower Spaddagh; 13 Sonnagh; 14 Eighnagh; 15 Owengarve; 16 Lower 
Cloonacool; 17 Upper Cloonacool; 18 Lower Bunrea; 19 Upper Bunrea; 20 Palmerstown; 21 
Easkey; 22 Ballysadare) 

BARRIER analysis was then undertaken on the spatial samples, resulting in the distinctions 
between groupings as superimposed on a map of the system in Figure 2. Work is currently 
underway to further investigate these barriers using various geographical techniques, such as 
GIS. In applying similar analyses to fully marine species there are greater uncertainties, since 
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population structure is usually far less defined and less is known about the geographical 
parameters of marine areas. None-the-less, the approach can be very useful as demonstrated 
with scallops and herring (Appendix 1 and 2 respectively). 

 

 

Figure 2. Above: a principal components plot, showing how populations cluster in two dimensions, 
with barriers inserted. Below: BARRIER output; red arrowed lines show the main barriers 
separating populations in the Moy and surrounding catchments (a, b, c etc. refer to the first, 
second and subsequent barriers, in order of importance). 
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5.2 Populations at other life stages 

At other (usually later) stages of the life cycle individuals from a population may occupy 
much larger areas than the spawning area and mixing may occur between different 
populations, so mixed stock analysis (MSA) and individual assignment (IA) is required where 
the learner sample consists of the constituent populations as defined above (see TOR f, also 
Appendixes 2 and 3). A similar situation may occur in the planktonic stage of mollusk and 
crustacean species, unless mechanisms that retain larvae are operating. 

5.3 Appendix 1 Placopecten magellanicus (Sea Scallop)  

Contributed by E. Kenchington 

The genetic structure of the sea scallop has recently been characterized with microsatellite 
DNA markers throughout its geographic range from Newfoundland, Canada to New Jersey, 
USA by Kenchington et al. (2006). This species is a broadcast spawner with a larval dispersal 
stage of approximately 30 days. It is a relatively long-lived (< 20 years) species and is 
commercially fished in both Canada and the United States. Traditional, genetic analyses 
rejected a model of panmixia, and there was some evidence for isolation by distance. 
However, further insight into the genetic structure of this species was gained using a landscape 
genetic approach.  

Alleles in Space (AIS) software (Miller 2005) was used to detect areas of low gene flow, using 
a joint analysis of spatial and genetic information. The two major regions of low gene flow 
(barriers) inferred by Monmonier’s algorithm (delineated by Barrier b in App 1 Fig.1) were 
then used to define regions for an analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA). That analysis 
showed that a significant but low percentage (1.2%) of the variation is partitioned among the 
two regions. It also showed that two of the three samples from Western Bank (Circled in red; 
Western in App 1 Fig. 1) were in a different genetic region from the third.  

 

Appendix 1 Figure 1. Areas of low gene flow identified between scallop samples are indicated by 
lines labelled a-d. The label order indicates the successive strength of the barriers with lesser 
barriers further indicated by dashed lines. Figure redrawn from Kenchington et al. (2006), see 
publication for details. 

The spatial pattern of genetic diversity is visualized below in geo-referenced space (App 1 Fig. 
2). This figure, also produced with AIS software, shows that the greatest genetic diversity is 
found in the southern portion of the range, coincident with the first barrier (a) in Appendix 1 
Figure 1, with two areas of below average genetic diversity, one at the northern edge of the 
range and another in the central area of the distribution coincident with the light grey coloured 
region in Figure 1.  
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Appendix 1 Figure 2. A spatial map of genetic diversity in the sea scallop. Areas of high genetic 
diversity are indicated in blue and are expressed as peaks. Areas of low genetic diversity are 
indicated in yellow and are expressed as troughs.  

By visualizing the genetic structure in a geo-referenced space, hypotheses regarding 
environmental explanatory variables were created. It was concluded that prominent currents 
were concordant with the demarcation of the regions, while particle tracking software (Hannah 
et al. 2001) mimicking larval dispersal was used to interpret within-region genetic patterns. 
This modeling showed that larvae from the most easterly sample on Western Bank would be 
entrained in a current running along the shelf-break contour – a result consistent with the 
grouping of this sample in Region 2 of the BARRIER analyses. It also demonstrated 
connectivity between the samples in Region 2 with larvae having the potential to travel from 
Browns Bank to Lurcher Shoal or from those beds to Digby within a single generation (App 1 
Fig. 3). Further, the general surface currents indicated connectivity from the Bay of Fundy 
along the New England coast and south around Cape Cod. The authors conclude that 
contemporary oceanographic circulation patterns play a large role in shaping the genetic 
structure of this species.  
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Appendix 1 Figure 3. Velocity streamlines (solid lines) for mean fall flow fields for near surface 
depth layer based on particles released from 1 September to 1 October 2004. This figure illustrates 
the method used for forecasting larval dispersal and hence gene flow. The red circle highlights the 
different flow patterns of two of the Western Bank samples, which contribute to their separation 
into different regions. The blue circle highlights larval trajectories leading to high gene flow 
between the enclosed samples resulting in the characterization of these samples in a single region. 

5.4 Appendix 2 Atlantic herring Clupea harengus 

Contributed by D. Bekkevold 

The Atlantic herring Clupea harengus is a highly migratory species that occurs throughout the 
North Sea, Skagerrak and Baltic Sea, where spawning, feeding and transition areas commonly 
overlap among spawning components. Herring moreover seem to have a capacity for changing 
migratory behaviour and spawning sites in response to shifts in population composition and 
environmental conditions (Corten 2001). Herring fisheries commonly exploit mixed stocks 
that may comprise individuals originating from a multitude of local spawning areas. 
Morphological analyses indicate that herring feeding and wintering in the Skagerrak comprise 
1) juveniles which have immigrated from spawning sites spanning the western North Sea from 
North to South, 2) adults from the very large spawning component at Rügen in the western 
Baltic and 3) individuals from other, relatively less productive spawning components in the 
Skagerrak, Kattegat and inner Danish waters. Although demographically differentiated local 
stocks long have been recognised based on differences in, for example, spawning time, 
morphology and growth rate, the presumably highly plastic migratory behaviour of the species 
has led to the suggestion that there is little scope for reproductive isolation among local 
spawning populations and that recruitment only is weakly affected by local processes. 
Recently, however, a series of genetic studies applying microsatellite analysis for large 
samples of herring collected on spawning sites distributed throughout the North Sea, 
Skagerrak and the Baltic Sea, demonstrated genetic population structure, indicating natal 
homing and that recruitment occurs on a local scale (Bekkevold et al. 2005; Jørgensen et al. 
2005; Mariani et al. 2005, see Appendix 2 Fig. 1a). The identification of genetic signatures of 
local spawning population subsequently formed the basis for a genetic determination of 
migratory behaviour outside the spawning season (genetic mixed-stock analysis) (Ruzzante et 
al. 2006; Bekkevold et al. 2007; Bekkevold et al., unpublished data), demonstrating hitherto 
unrecognised geographical and temporal separation among populations in their use of 
common feeding and wintering areas in the Skagerrak (Appendix 2 Fig. 1b). 
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Appendix 2 Fig. 1 (a) Schematic illustration of herring population structure in the North Sea and 
western Baltic, based on microsatellite DNA analysis (Bekkevold et al. 2005; Mariani et al. 2005). 
Landscape genetic analyses indicated that samples of autumn/winter spawning populations 
(circles) and spring spawning populations (squares) show clear genetic separation following an 
isolation-by-distance model, but also that major breaks in gene flow occur among geographic 
areas, indicated by circles grouping population samples. (b) Genetic analyses of herring on mixed 
feeding and wintering grounds in the Skagerrak demonstrate that different population 
components are distributed differently in time and space. Pie diagrams give examples of 
proportions of herring originating from respectively the North Sea (black), Skagerrak (grey), 
inner Danish waters (hatched) and Rügen (white) in two consecutive years (open/closed symbols = 
2002/2003) in winter (circles) and summer (squares). 

5.5 Appendix 3 Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) 

Contributed by G. Dahle 

Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) encompasses many different populations or stocks, which in part 
are managed separately. In the northeast Atlantic, cod is divided into two main management 
units; northeast Arctic cod and Norwegian coastal cod stocks (NEAC and NCC). There is 
some overlap in spawning areas of these two population groupings, since major spawning for 
both occur around the Lofoten Islands. Normally, the NEAC stock is predominant on the 
offshore banks west of the islands, while the NCC stock spawning is found mainly near the 
coastline, and inside the Vestfjord and other northern Norwegian fjords (Hylen, 1964; Møller, 
1968; Dahle & Jørstad, 1993; Nordeide, 1998). Depending on environmental conditions, 
especially temperature, some NEAC will spawn in the inner parts of Vestfjorden, on the same 
spawning sites as the NCC. The detailed mechanisms that limit or prevent interbreeding 
between the two groups are unknown, but recent studies on depth distribution (Nordeide 
1998), spawning cod sound (Nordeide & Kjellsby, 1999), modeling of egg and larvae 
dispersal (Vikebø et al. 2005) and population specific egg buoyancy (Stenevik & Sundby, 
2005), have suggested several factors that possibly are involved. Thus, in such intermingling 
areas, the harvest is a typical mixed stock fishery. Thus Mixed Stock Analysis (MSA) and the 
related individual assignment tests were applied. 

For the assignment and mixed-stock analysis of the samples collected in 2002 and 2003, base 
populations for presumed NCC and NEAC (as determined by otolith structure) were 
constructed by pooling all individuals from selected geographically-discrete stations as either 
NCC or NEAC. The programme GENECLASS2 (Piry et al., 2004) was used for individual 
assignment analyses, and mixed stock analysis (MSA) was conducted in the program BAYES 
(Pella and Masuda, 2001). 

The two baseline data sets constructed using baselines defined from geographical distribution 
of samples (from outer and inner stations) in 2003 were highly differentiated, with an FST 
value of 0.11 across 13 loci. The largest differentiation was observed at the Pan I locus, which 
had a very large FST value of 0.68. A self-assignment test conducted in GENECLASS2 
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resulted in correct assignment of 402 of the 456 individuals (88.2%) into the correct baseline 
group. In the actual IA and MSA tests, percentage contributions of NEAC varied from 
approximately 30% to more than 90% in seven sampling stations investigated, where both 
forms occurred. 
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5.7 Recommendations 
1 ) Before starting a sampling programme for a particular species we recommend 

that all available information on biological and physical parameters, including 
geographical features, hydrographical data and geological information, be taken 
into consideration. In terms of biological parameters we need information such 
as: migration pattern, spawning areas, extent of philopatry, spawning time, 
feeding grounds, growth rate, natural and fishing mortality.  

2 ) In order to compare genetic and geographic information it is necessary to identify 
stage in the life cycle where populations are most discrete. This will generally be 
the spawning stage. We recommend that an optimal sampling strategy be devised, 
depending on the species,  

3 ) We recommend using the most appropriate molecular methods in a 
comprehensive spatial survey, incorporating as far as possible a temporal 
component. 

4 ) It is recommended that genetic and geographic information be combined using 
the most appropriate landscape genetics approaches, eg, currently BARRIER and 
AIS. 

5 ) We recommend attempting to explain results from landscape genetics software in 
terms of available physical and biological information in order to improve 
predictive capacity and make best use of the results of analysis. 

6 ) To delineate the spatial extent of each population using survey, we recommend 
using both physical and genetic data. 

7 ) Having defined populations that at other stages of the life cycle where population 
mixing may occur we recommend that approaches based on MSA/IA be used to 
estimate proportions in the mixture and population identity of individual animals. 

8 ) As an overarching recommendation, given that methods are now available for 
many species of identifying structuring into breeding populations, it is 
recommended to fisheries managers that these methods be used in conjunction 
with geographical information systems to define the spatial and temporal 
‘footprint’ of these breeding populations in order to allow population focused 
management.  

9 ) We recommend that future work involve further investigations of the relationship 
between geographical information and population genetics, so that maximal use 
can be made of the synergy between these two fast developing fields. 
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6 ToR (e): To identify the structural and institutional requirements for 
developing meta-data bases for genetics of fish species covered 
under the ICES remit. 

Eric Verspoor, Jann Thor Martinsohn, Torild Johansen and Tom Cross 

6.1 Justification/Purpose  

A large number of studies have been carried out into the nature and extent of genetic variation 
within stocks of wild finfish and shellfish species. These provide valuable insight into the 
structuring of stocks into genetic populations and the proportional contributions of different 
populations to mixed fisheries, as well as the impacts on fisheries of exploitation and global 
climate change. The value of this work could, however, be considerably enhanced by making 
results, findings and basic data accessible ensuring the research community as a whole, in a 
comprehensive and timely fashion, and by putting in place mechanisms which help to 
facilitate the integration of data across studies, both temporally and spatially. There are 
numerous examples where data integration has resulted in valuable novel insights, both within 
and outside fisheries science. The need for greater integration of existing research, data and 
materials related to population genetic studies in the North Atlantic and adjacent EU waters is 
recognised by the ICES WGAGFM. 

The European Union, as well as national governments and research councils, have financed 
most of these studies, including both the collection of material and their genetic analysis. 
Unfortunately, when most projects are complete summary data on samples analysed are 
published and, frequently, researchers move on, or leave science. As published accounts in 
most cases include only summary statistics such as sample allele frequencies, raw genotype 
data on individuals in analysed samples are difficult to access and risk being lost. The same is 
true of samples. Research, universities and research institutions have over the years 
accumulated large collections of potentially valuable historical samples. In most cases these 
samples are not archived, and at risk of being forgotten and lost, seriously compromising the 
possibility of using them for research in the future. Where material and data are lost the scope 
for integrating data sets and gaining broader insights can be seriously compromised. In 
particular, their loss severely constrains our capacity to conduct studies of genetic changes 
overtime, something which is essential to meaningful studies of the genetic impacts, for 
example, related to climate change, fisheries induced evolution, and introgressive changes to 
wild populations from stocking of non-natives or interbreeding with escaped cultured fish.  

The solution to this problem is to catalogue and assemble existing primary data, information 
and biological materials related to the genetics of finfish and shellfish species. However, this 
represents a logistically complex and financially costly exercise, and the resources for 
assembling and managing such a comprehensive database of information and materials are 
unlikely to be available. Yet what is entirely feasible with existing resources, and be a 
significant step in the right direction, would be the building of a metadatabase, to catalogue 
past and on-going research projects, and existing genetic data and biological materials and 
where it can be accessed. This would facilitate both increased awareness and use of existing 
data and materials, as well as the eventual integration of the primary data sets themselves. This 
database would serve as a portal, allowing stakeholders and fellow researchers to gather all 
relevant information related to projects of interest. 

Over the last decade, genetic research has provided an increasing level and value of insight 
into the biology of marine finfish and shellfish species in the North Atlantic and adjacent EU 
waters, in support of marine conservation and fisheries management. To support of this work 
in the future and increase the benefits which will be gained from it, a regional 
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METADATABASE on important species should be set up which catalogues and cross 
references: 

• existing raw genetic data sets, including those on allozyme, mtDNA, 
microsatellite, SNP, EST and coding gene variation, and links to where they can 
be located,  

• existing collections of historical biological material, which can be exploited for 
DNA studies in the future, where they are archived, and contacts for queries on 
their use.  

• past and on-going projects on population genetics of marine organisms, linked to 
individuals or locations where more detailed information can be found, to 
facilitate identifying and accessing both published and unpublished studies 
completed or underway;  

• profiles of currently and recently active researchers working on the genetics of 
marine species in the North Atlantic and adjacent EU waters and links to contact 
them.  

By cataloguing and cross referencing this information, the metadatabase will be able to 
provide an invaluable overview of: 

• researchers working on a species or in an area, and who to contact for expert 
opinion on a particular species or geographical region 

• species and regional stocks which have been genetically characterised by 
different population genetic markers  

• what data exists for which parts of the species range in the North Atlantic and 
adjacent EU waters to help define data needs  

• available historical and contemporary materials for genetic analysis and where 
these are located 

This overview will facilitate and promote: 

• better communication between scientists and other stakeholders increasing 
synergistic effects and stimulate new projects 

• a reduction in unproductive overlapping of studies in the future and 
encouragement of research collaborations and joint projects 

• more effective exploitation of existing data sets and materials 
• finding partners to develop collaborative national and trans-national projects  
• more effective, productive designs of new research projects  

The potential benefits from linking studies are growing with an increasing number of genetic 
studies of marine species being carried out, made possible by the development of rapid, cost-
effective DNA based analyses of variation at the molecular level. These benefits are already 
likely to be substantial. The existence of a metadatabase on existing work, data and biological 
materials, should immediately lead to greater integration and increase the value of currently 
on-going and planned work genetic work. This immediate impact will arise as a result of the 
increased communications among researchers which would occur as part of the cataloguing 
exercise associated with the development of the metadatabase.  

Accepting the value of creating a metadatabase of genetic information on as described, the 
ICES WGAGFM have identified the structural and institutional requirements for the 
establishment and maintenance of a centrally administered, web-accessible meta-data base and 
make recommendations for its implementation.  
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6.2 System Architecture  

A Database Management System (DBMS) is proposed which is optimally designed for the 
uploading, storage and accessibility of the data contained in the above described catalogue. To 
be maximally useful, the metadatabase constructed must incorporate the following features: 

• An input/output design suited to user/client needs 
• User/client accessibility 
• User/client friendliness 
• Stability of access and design 
• Maintenance and regular updating 

To ensure access by the intended user group, which encompasses a widely dispersed set of 
researchers, access to the metadatabase will need to be provided through a web application 
(Interface). Its design will need to ensure optimal support for data upload (submission) by 
users, as well as for data download (retrieval) by clients. Furthermore, its usefulness for both 
users and clients would be significantly enhanced if it provided a platform for a discussion 
forum for both sets of stakeholders.  

Uploading of data will need to be carried out via an electronic submission form. Before being 
transferred to the server, the data will need to be routed to a control gate, by automatically 
sending the application to assigned database consortium members. The controllers will review 
the application by checking it against agreed quality criteria. It is important to note that this 
control gate will not be a profound peer review. Its purpose is to avoid major flaws in general 
data structure and quality rather than to carry out a detailed data analysis (see System 
Maintenance). Where data do not meet basic quality levels, an electronic dialogue between the 
controller and submitter will be initiated and the submission brought up to standard. When 
data meets basic quality standards, it will be uploaded onto the metadatabase server. 

 

Figure 1. Basic architecture of proposed metadatabase on genetic variation in marine finfish and 
shellfish species stocks. 

6.3 Data Structure 

To provide the required catalogue of information, the metadatabase will need to encompass a 
number of primary data fields. These will need to include: 

• Research Institution 
• Individual researcher 
• Type of data 
• Species 
• Country 
• Primary Biogeographical Region 
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• Secondary Biogeographical Region 

The first two would be provided by the login through the registration information and would 
be the contact for gaining more detail about the metadata entry. The final five would be 
specified using set lists in pop-down menus and would define the nature of the information 
catalogued. Of these “Primary Biogeographical Region” would be restricted by the choice of 
“Country” and “Secondary Biogeographical Region” by the choice of “Primary 
Biogeographical Region”.  

Three basic types of data would be catalogued:  

• Genetic data sets 
• Biological materials 
• Completed and On-going Projects  

Depending on the type of data being catalogued, a further linked secondary data field would 
need to be created. For “Genetic” and “Biological” data types, the entries would have to be 
sample based.  

For “Genetic” data, the secondary data field would need to encompass: 

• Type of genetic data 
• Location from which data derive 
• Year from which data derive 
• Sample size 
• Number of loci 
• Names of loci 
• Details/Comments on Data 

For “Biological” data, the secondary data field would need to encompass: 

• Type of biological material 
• Method of storage 
• Location from which material derive 
• Year from which material derive 
• Sample size 
• Details/Comments on Material 

For “Project” data, the secondary data field would need to encompass: 

• Title of Project 
• Start of Project 
• End of Project 
• Type of Study  
• Objective of Study 
• Country of Study 
• Region of Study 
• Summary of Study 
• Genetic data collected 

6.4 Data Input 

The input of data into the metadatabase would be by data “owners”. “Owners” would be 
individuals whom are the persons whom have generated or are in possession of the 
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information catalogued.  Data entry would be via a “Home Page” which would encompass the 
following: 

• A statement of the purpose/mission of the metadatabase 
• A statement organisational support, ownership, and management 
• A link to a page with information on contacting database managers 
• A link to a page for submission of data 
• A link to a page for retrieval of data 
• A link to a page for information exchange among users and clients  

The submission page for data would have links to two pages: 

• One, to register as a user  
• A second, once registered, to login and input new information  

Following the login, a user would need to be directed to a data submission page. On the 
submission page, data could be input via a largely menu driven or choice selection form. This 
approach would provide for the rapid entry of data and ensure a uniform data structure and 
format to provide an efficient framework for cataloguing and accessing information. An 
example of a prototype data entry form for primary data fields is given in Figure 2. Secondary 
data fields would follow a similar format. 

 

Figure 2 Example of a prototype screen for website data entry 

6.5 Data Access 

Access to the catalogue of information would be through the “Home Page” of the website by 
clicking on a link for to a page with a data retrieval form. The form would be used by the 
client to specify a search of available information using one or more data fields and focus on 
providing summaries of available data on a species basis in relation to data type, and within 
data type, according country, region, type of genetic data, etc. The data entries matching the 
query conditions would then be listed and detailed, including giving the person and institution 
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to be contracted for further information. These would be output to the screen in a form suitable 
for printing or downloading by the client. 

6.6 System Maintenance  

The project should be fundamentally democratic with the users responsible for the quality of 
the provided data. Stringent control of content will be assured by clients who would be 
encouraged to report observations on data quality and content to the database consortium. 
However, as explained above (System Architecture), an intermediate control gate to the data 
base will assure that qualitatively poor or irrelevant data will not be uploaded onto the server. 

Implementation assessment would be carried out by monitoring the progress of uploaded data 
(user) as well as by counting the number of visits to the database website (client). The 
response to the database on the client side will be monitored in further detail by counting the 
visits per level (i.e. starting from the highest level, the homepage, towards deeper, more 
specific sections such as “species” or “region”). 

6.7 Organisational Context  

The creation of the proposed metadatabase would involve a development and a production 
phase. The development phase needs the expertise of IT specialists with experience in the 
design and development of DBMS. In contrast, the production phase needs to be handled by 
an institution should be responsible which has experience with hosting databases, and can 
provide an appropriate institutional infrastructure. The latter is crucial to ensure professional 
database management on the required time scale which is far longer than the average life time 
of an individual research project. 

For both the development as well as the production phase, knowledge and expertise in 
fisheries and mariculture genetics will need to be involved to guarantee the optimal adaptation 
of the database to the needs of stakeholders working in these fields. 

Within the European/ North Atlantic context, a potentially workable framework for 
implementation would be that the development of the database is entrusted to the DG Joint 
Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission, subject to the agreement of JRC, while 
the database could be hosted and managed by the ICES secretariat, subject to the agreement of 
ICES. JRC is well positioned to play this role as it has extensive expertise in IT technologies, 
including DBMS development, and also works in fisheries related areas in the context of the 
Common Fisheries Policy. At the same time, ICES is already host to numerous fisheries 
related databases. Hosting of the proposed metadatabase by ICES would ensure that the 
management is carried out according to the new ICES data strategy (see “ICES Data Strategy 
2006-2010”), ensuring optimal integration and compatibility within their database system. 

6.8 Recommendations 
1 ) The WGAGFM, for marine species of interest to ICES and the EU, establish a 

web-based meta-database of experts, projects, existing genetic data sets, and 
archival collections of material suitable for DNA analysis, in support of studies of 
genetic population structuring and of fish product traceability at the intraspecific 
level. 

2 ) The meta-database should be web-accessible for input and output by working 
group memebers and interested stakeholders, and used to disseminate information 
on population genetics and encourage the development, by institutions and 
scientists, of integrated primary genetic databases and. 

3 ) The WGAGFM Chairman seek support and approval for ICES to host the meta-
database and oversee administration of web site and metadata repository 

4 ) Following agreement by ICES, the Chairman approach JRC to develop the meta-
database 
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5 ) Following agreement on 3) and 4), the WGAGFM work with JRC to define the 
content, structure, and functional requirements for the meta-database 

6 ) The WGAGFM manage input into and updating of the meta-database 
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7 ToR (f): to review and provide recommendations on the application 
state of the art Genetic Stock Identification methods, with particular 
emphasis on evaluating the precision for identifying the population 
of origin of individual Atlantic salmon 

Dorte Bekkevold, Tom Cross, Eileen Dillane, Riho Gross, Marja-Liisa Koljonen, and Phil 
McGinnity 

7.1 Introduction 

Genetic stock identification (GSI) techniques have been successfully used to resolve a number 
of, what were presumed until relatively recently intractable, salmon fisheries management 
questions. For example, in determining the relative proportions of contributing populations in 
mixed stock fisheries: at the macro scale, separating stocks of North American and European 
origin at West Greenland (King et al. 2001); at the meso scale, apportioning catches from the 
Baltic Sea (Koljonen, 2006) and the Irish coastal fisheries (unpublished data) to individual 
river stocks; and even within river systems (micro scale) such as the Moy and Foyle 
catchments in Ireland (unpublished data), and the Teno river in Finland, allocating catches to 
individual river tributaries (e.g. Vähä et al. 2007). GSI, in the context of parental assignment, 
was also critical in the successful determination of the relative fitness of the progeny of farm 
escape, wild and hybrid salmon spawning in the wild (McGinnity et al. 2003) and in spatially 
and temporally determining levels of farm and hatchery introgression in wild populations 
(Clifford et al., 1998, Nielsen et al. 1999, 2001). 

Salmon stocks have declined in both Europe and North America and all evidence points to 
there having been environmental changes in the ocean phase. One of the key issues in 
increasing the knowledge of the marine ecology of the species is the understanding of the 
differences which may occur between the sea distribution of different regional stock groups 
and river/tributary populations. This requires an ability, not only to determine the proportions 
of contributing populations in a given sample of fish captured in the marine environment, but 
also to identify the individual fish in that sample to their river or region of origin. Information 
on individual fish can then be used to map the distribution and migration patterns of different 
genetic stock groups. This in turn will provide the basis for the development of more 
informative eco-genetic models linking growth performance, environmental conditions, and 
the distribution of food organisms.  

Genetic individual assignment has many advantages over physical tagging methods such as 
coded wire tags. The information derived from genetic identification can be done from the fish 
in the wild, thereby overcoming the experimental error introduced by either handling wild fish 
when physically tagging them, or using hatchery fish as a surrogate for wild salmon. All 
individuals captured in the experimental fisheries are of equal value and can be used in 
subsequent analysis, providing a significant cost advantage over conventional tagging where 
only those individuals that have tags can be used. With genetic methods there is no loss of tags 
and no bias due to viability or catchability effects as with external tags. In addition, the time 
and place of sampling can be chosen more freely and precisely, as preceding tag and release 
programmes are not required. Moreover, genetic identification is not dependent on fishermen 
in returning tags or on the detection of internal tags. Furthermore, all samples previously 
collected from marine surveys, i.e. historic archives of scales/otoliths, etc. can be used, and 
these data are of value in elucidating temporal trends in migration and distribution patterns.  

Genetic methods also have some limitations. The extent of inter-population differentiation will 
affect the resolution power that can be achieved. Statistically significant differences in allele 
frequencies often occur, but quantitatively they may be too small to meet the assignment 
accuracy and precision requirements of the managers. Genetic assignment estimates give 
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probabilistic information about the origin of individuals or populations rather than absolute 
information, a limitation common to many techniques in fisheries biology, including stock 
assessment, although satisfactory levels of statistical confidence within regions and individual 
rivers can generally be achieved for fisheries management requirements. Genetic identification 
of populations and individuals of Atlantic salmon has been recently reviewed by Koljonen et 
al. (2007).  

7.2 Brief Review of the methods 

The genetic analysis of the composition of population mixtures has advanced and diversified 
in recent years resulting in two types of approach, Mixed Stock Analysis (MSA) and 
Individual Assignment (IA), in which the goal is either to estimate the proportions of 
contributing stocks in the catch mixture, or to solve the origin of an individual fish. A 
commonly used Statistical Program for Analyzing Mixtures (SPAM) is available for the 
Windows environment (Debevec et al., 2000). SPAM searches for maximum likelihood 
estimates of population proportions using three numerical algorithms: conjugate gradient 
(CG), iteratively reweighed least squares (IRLS) and expectation-maximation (EM). However, 
Bayesian modelling has been shown to provide the most reliable estimates of the relative 
contributions of different populations in mixed stock fisheries when compared with other 
methods (Beacham et al. 2006) and also for individual assignment (IA) when compared to 
GENECLASS (Cornuet et al. 1999, Luikart & England 1999 )(see Koljonen et al. 2005). A 
number of statistical packages are available, which provide a range of methods for assigning 
individuals to population of origin, and these have been evaluated in the literature (e.g. Manel 
et al. 2005; Hauser et al 2006). The IA option incorporated into the software BAYES of Pella 
and Masuda (2001) seems to offer the best levels of correct assignment.  

For example, up to 95% of 700 salmon caught in a recreational fishery in the tidal part of the 
Moy fishery in Ireland assigned to the Moy river catchment (with high levels of confidence). 
In this test fishing nearly 100% fish could be assumed to originate from the River Moy. Table 
1 gives a comparison of this result with that from some other packages and methods. 

Table 1 

 CBAYES CBAYES SPAM GENECLASS 

method IA MSA MSA IA 
Moy 95.3 89.8 77.5 43.6 
Proximate catchments 2.7 5.6 10.8 11.6 
Regional catchments 1.4 2.5 4.6 8.2 
Outside region 0.6 2.1 7.1 36.6 

In the Moy example, as well as providing the highest levels of correct assignment within the 
regions expected, the cBAYES assignment method gave high degrees of confidence for these 
assignments with 61% of the fish assigned with greater that 95% probability, and 86% with 
greater than 75% probability and the remainder assigned with 50% probability. These results 
were achieved using just 10 microsatellite loci (we recommend 15-20 for such studies which 
will substantially improve levels of confidence in the assignment). The probabilities may, 
however, be lower, when more stocks are contributing into the mixture. 

When the identification of the stock of origin of the individual fish has been unsuccessful, in 
the sense that the probabilities for each of the stock of origin are low or too even (for example 
0.3, 0.3, 0.3), individuals can be assigned to originate from groups of genetically similar 
stocks or regional grouping with higher levels of confidence (higher probabilities).  
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7.3 Sampling 

Currently the most reliable individual assignments are achieved in combination with mixed-
stock-analysis, in which information obtained from the genetic composition of the mixture can 
be utilized in addition to the multilocus genotype information of the particular individual, to 
determine the river of origin (Koljonen et al. 2005). Variation in the estimates may thus be 
derived from the mixture sample, the baseline sample, or both. However, the bias of the 
proportion estimates is mainly due to the baseline data, and is at its greatest when genetically 
similar stocks differ markedly in abundance. The variance resulting from mixture sampling 
depends on the size and stock composition of the mixture sample. To achieve high levels of 
precision, the number of fish per stock sampled within the mixture is important. If the number 
of contributing stocks is high, a large mixture sample is needed for reliable estimates. In the 
mixed-stock analysis of Atlantic salmon catches in the Baltic Sea, the 95% probability interval 
(confidence interval) for the stock group estimates was about +10%, when mixture sample 
size of 300 fish, 8 microsatellite loci, and a baseline with 32 river stocks were used (Koljonen 
2006).  

7.4 Issues related to data quality 

A number of issues in relation to assuring data quality must be addressed when planning and 
carrying out MSA and/or IA for Atlantic salmon. These include issues related to  

1 ) assumptions for baseline samples,  
2 ) genotyping errors and 
3 ) choice of genetic marker system to be applied.  

7.4.1 Assumptions for baseline samples 

Several factors in baseline sampling may affect the amount of variation and bias in the 
estimates:  

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium 

All currently available statistical procedures for MSA and IA assume that the genotypes used 
for individual baseline population information conform to Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium 
proportions. Including information for samples not exhibiting Hardy-Weinberg proportions 
may therefore pose a problem to the outcome of the statistical analyses. Reasons for failure to 
conform include the presence of cryptic population sub-structure, sib-group sampling and 
genotyping errors (for the latter, see section 2 below). The effects of such non-representative 
sampling on IA performance are likely to vary among specific analysis aims, and precautions 
can be taken by performing detailed examinations of baseline data prior to performing IA 
analyses, and by not causing H-W deviations by unjustified pooling of baseline data (e.g. by 
statistically testing for presence of sub-structure and/or sib-groups).  

Temporal stability of allele frequencies 

If allele frequencies vary within baseline populations over time, such changes will affect the 
performance of MSA and IA procedures, reducing the statistical power for correct assignment 
of individuals to specific rivers, and should be taken into account as a potential source of error 
in GSI. In theory, any effects of changes caused by genetic drift can be compensated for to a 
marked extent by collecting baseline data over several years (Waples, 1990). The importance 
of repeated sampling depends on the life history of the species concerned and on the degree of 
overlapping in the year-classes. Atlantic salmon have overlapping generations, and partly for 
that reason the temporal variation of allele frequencies in large natural stocks may be of little 
significance to IA performance, whereas in small natural populations or in hatchery stocks, 
genetic drift can cause pronounced changes. Regular validation and updating of population 
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samples used to define baselines need to be planned as part of the estimation routine to 
encompass such variation. 

Baseline sample size 

The precision and accuracy of the estimates can be improved by increasing the baseline 
sample size for each baseline stock from the commonly used about 50 to about 100 fish, and 
ensuring that it is representative of at least two cohorts (50 from each).  

Gaps in the baseline 

Standard individual assignment procedures (like BAYES or GENECLASS) does not allow for 
the assignment of individuals to unknown source populations (i.e. populations not present in 
the baseline). This shortcoming may be overcome by the program HWLER (Pella and Masuda 
2006), which allows unknown individuals to be assigned to a hypothetical baseline sample or 
samples. However, the statistical properties and levels of attainable resolution of such 
approaches are likely to differ from, for example, the standard method proposed by Pella and 
Masuda (2001). 

Introgression 

In relation to allele frequency stability, an important issue for Atlantic salmon is concerned 
with genetic effects of farmed salmon escapes and deliberate stocking from hatcheries and 
subsequent introgression in wild populations. In such cases MSA and IA performance may be 
negatively affected, as baselines generated using information for non-introgressed populations 
may at some point no longer adequately reflect the genetic composition of contemporary 
catches. Correspondingly, baseline information may have been collected at a point of time 
where one or more of the baseline populations were affected by genetic input from reared 
salmon that was lost over subsequent generations (e.g. due to selection against reared salmon 
genotypes under natural conditions). The impact of such introgression dynamics on MSA and 
IA can be assessed through simulation studies and needs to be routinely monitored for running 
MSA and IA programmes, by frequent re-sampling of populations/spawning rivers potentially 
affected by escapes or stocking in order to update baseline allele frequency information. 
Moreover, baseline samples need to include information for farmed salmon 
strains/populations. Especially for small farm brood-stocks, allele frequencies may change 
rapidly over time, and such variation also needs to be incorporated into sampling strategies. 
Simulation analyses can be used to assess the effects of introgression on MSA and IA 
performance. 

7.4.2 Genotyping errors  

Microsatellite genotyping errors 

Microsatellite genotyping has been shown to be error-prone (reviewed by DeWoody et al. 
2006) and even modest error rates can bias estimates of population allele and genotype 
frequencies and thus, cause artefact deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, which is a 
fundamental assumption for baseline samples of many MSA and IA methods. Compounded 
over multiple loci, even a small per-locus genotyping error rate can result in relatively large 
probabilities of a multilocus genotype containing at least one error (Creel et al. 2003; Bonin et 
al. 2004; Hoffman & Amos 2005), although error rates are rarely equal across loci, and 
dropping a single locus may provide a disproportionate decrease in error rate. Checks can be 
built into the system to address these (Taberlet et al. 2004). See Appendix 1for Quality 
Control measures. 
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7.4.3 Marker selection 

Number of loci 

The required number of loci depends on the level of differentiation among stocks and is case-
specific. However, there obviously is a level, where there is no diagnostic advantage in having 
additional markers. At the moment 15 microsatellites should be adequate for most MSA and 
IA analyses. In specific situations, however, the optimum number of loci has to be determined. 

New markers 

To date, most MSA and IA analyses in Atlantic salmon have been carried out employing 
genetic information from microsatellite DNA markers, which has proven to perform well in 
terms of statistical properties for assignment and technical reproducibility. Nonetheless, other 
approaches also exist, such as analysis of Major Histocompatibility gene Complex variation 
and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), which are being routinely employed for GSI 
approaches in other species, including salmonids (e.g. Beacham et al. 2004; Smith et al. 
2005). In comparison with microsatellite markers, SNP screening is expected to be less 
affected by DNA quality and inter-laboratory variation. However, as SNPs are commonly bi-
allelic, GSI analyses normally require screening of a larger number of loci (commonly > than 
2-3-fold) compared with microsatellites. It is envisaged that in the future SNPs are going to be 
the population markers of choice across fish species and taxa, but whether Atlantic salmon 
GSI approaches would benefit from including SNP marker application remains to be 
examined. 

Further research is needed to identify DNA markers associated with protein variation and 
other genetic variation defining regional groupings of populations, which can be used to 
achieve regional assignment in a practical cost effective way in support of marine ecological 
studies. There are now available a number of classes of DNA markers which could be applied 
for this purpose. For example, existing work shows point mutations in mtDNA with highly 
restricted regional distributions that could be informative for some regional groups but further 
work is needed to confirm their diagnostic potential and to identify a suite of markers to 
comprehensively cover the European range of salmon. Additionally work to date shows 
regionally restricted distributions of microsatellite alleles and varying levels of regional 
differentiations among different microsatellite loci. Approximately 1700 microsatellite loci 
have been identified in Atlantic salmon and those optimal for use in regional discrimination 
remain to be identified. Furthermore, as can be inferred from genetic protein studies of loci 
such as MEP-2*, there is considerable potential for identifying single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs) (McMeel et al. 2001) with the capacity to contribute regional 
assignment (Rengmark et al., 2006).  

7.5 Recommendations 
1 ) As an overriding recommendation we are convinced that in most circumstances 

IA can give valuable information for Atlantic salmon management and 
specifically identify the population of origin of individual Atlantic salmon with 
relatively high probabilities. 

2 ) We recommend that genetic stock identification methods be applied to addressing 
salmon biology and fisheries management questions, e.g. contribution of 
individual rivers to fisheries, identification of migration and distribution patterns, 
introgressions between hatchery and wild fish, temporal changes in population 
structure. This should be reported within the appropriate probabilistic framework. 

3 ) Presently, according to performed comparison tests, the Bayesian approach of 
Pella & Masuda (2001) appears to provide the most accurate results with regard 
to individual assignment, and we therefore recommend its use. In specific cases 
other methods can be useful. 
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4 ) Ideally all contributing stocks should be included in the baseline, and discrete 
entities within rivers should be recognised, as well as those among rivers (i.e. the 
sampled units should be in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium). Efforts must be made 
to make baseline samples representative of each population, which may 
subsequently be sampled at sea. Sampling programs should be prioritised by 
targeting the most productive rivers, rivers where conservation limits are not 
being reached, and should also include hatchery stocks (if not identifiable by 
physical markers). 

5 ) Baseline sample sizes of 100, representative of at least two cohorts (50 from 
each), from each population are recommended. Sample size should be consistent 
across baselines. 

6 ) It is recommended that baseline populations be re-sampled every 5-10 years. 
However, where introgressions from cultured fish are suspected, or where 
population sizes are quite small, it is recommended that this should be done on a 
more frequent basis. 

7 ) The sufficient size of a mixture sample is dependent on the required precision 
level and the number of stocks occurring in the mixture, and can be determined 
by simulations prior to sampling plan. 

8 ) If microsatellites are the marker of choice, recent reviews suggest, that a 
minimum of 15 polymorphic loci should be used for individual assignments. 
These should be investigated to ensure that null alleles, linkage, allelic dropouts 
and stutter bands do not cause problems e.g. microsatellite loci having a 
tetranucleotide repeat motif are preferred to loci having a dinucleotide repeat 
motif as they are easier to score and typically display no stuttering patterns.  

9 ) To guarantee consistency of genotyping results, calibration of allele sizes among 
participating labs is warranted by exchange of reference samples, and baseline 
samples should be preferably genotyped in a single lab. 

10 ) Accuracy and precision (depending on level required) of the assessment estimates 
must be examined by simulation studies, and using true mixtures of fish of known 
origin, not included in the baseline data set, before applying to true catch data. 
Simulations should be used for defining the needed catch mixture sample sizes, in 
order to achieve the required confidence. This information can be incorporated 
into the fisheries sampling protocols.  

11 ) The highest resolution to be aimed for should be assignment to river of origin 
(corresponding H-W unit). In cases where the probability levels of the 
assignments for individual rivers remain low, pooling of probabilities over 
individual rivers can be employed to achieve a regional assignment for 
individuals. In designing programmes and models for handling assignment data, 
managers should be aware of the probabilistic nature of the data and the required 
level of probabilities and statistical confidence needed for utilising the data for 
combined studies, (e.g. for some ecological or fisheries studies, it may be 
sufficient to combine information from high and low assignment values to make a 
composite sample).  

12 ) Current methods utilise microsatellite technology, however the development and 
application of novel microsatellite markers, as well as nuclear and mtDNA SNPs 
etc. should be investigated with regard to their diagnostic usefulness as river and 
regional specific identifiers. Also, some consideration should be given to the 
integration of genetic and biological data for assignment. 

13 ) Development of statistical methods for utilising probabilistic individual 
assignment results is recommended. 
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7.7 Appendix 1 Quality Control Measures 

Sources of errors 

The numerous sources of scoring errors in microsatellite data have been thoroughly discussed 
by Taberlet et al. (1996), Bonin et al. (2004) and Hoffman & Amos (2005). These errors may 
arise in a number of ways. When the template DNA is of low quantity and/or quality, as is 
typical of studies employing noninvasive tissue-sampling, PCR amplification can become 
unreliable. A common problem is the stochastic failure of one allele to amplify, leading to 
heterozygotes appearing to carry only one allele ('allelic dropout'). Another source of artefact 
is the incorrect calling of alleles due to the presence of 'stutter bands', generated by slippage 
of Taq polymerase during PCR. The magnitude and shape of stuttering patterns varies across 
loci, with some markers displaying very little stuttering, and others consistently producing two 
or more stutter peaks. Interpreting patterns at stutter-prone loci becomes particularly difficult 
in the case of adjacent-allele heterozygotes at loci having a dinucleotide repeat motif. Such 
stutter can cause these heterozygotes to be scored as homozygotes for the larger allele. 
Consistent mistyping of this form will bias allele frequencies towards larger alleles and 
decrease observed heterozygosity. It is also possible to mistype a true homozygote as an 
adjacent-allele heterozygote, but these errors are less likely if the marker has been screened 
sufficiently, and the shape of a single allele is well known. However, even when large 
quantities of high-quality DNA are available, serious genotyping errors may still occur. These 
include e.g. large-allele dropout, 'null alleles' (allele non-amplification), errors due to 
electrophoresis artefacts, mis-scoring of allele banding patterns etc. 
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Large-allele dropout 

Large-allele dropout results from the preferential amplification of the smaller allele in a 
heterozygous genotype and differs from allelic dropout in low-quality samples as it is a 
function of allele size (increases with allele size and is more prevalent in loci with large 
differences in allele sizes) and not a stochastic sampling error of template. If undetected, 
large-allele dropout will cause allele frequencies of shorter alleles to be overestimated and 
may result in rare large alleles being omitted from the data set altogether. Also, as with 
mistyping due to stuttering, large-allele dropout will decrease observed heterozygosity and 
increase the apparent level of inbreeding at affected loci. 

Null alleles 

Null-alleles result typically from primer binding site mutation and are particularly difficult to 
detect because they fail to produce a visible product. When present in a data set, samples that 
are heterozygous for a null allele will be mistyped as homozygous for the alternate, visible 
allele, whereas samples that are homozygous for the null allele will appear to have a failed 
reaction. Similar to the scoring errors described above, null alleles will bias allele frequencies 
(visible alleles will be overestimated), decrease observed heterozygosity and increase the 
apparent level of inbreeding. 

Preventing and mitigating scoring errors 

Many of the procedures used in preventing scoring errors are expensive and time-consuming 
(Taberlet et al. 1996; Ewen et al. 2000; Bonin et al. 2004), and others are not appropriate for 
studies of species with poorly described genomes or when pedigree information is not 
available. Dewoody et al (2006) recommended a protocol that involved implementing quality 
assurance procedures at different stages of a study:  

1 ) careful screening of microsatellite loci prior to data collection allows suspect loci 
(those producing inconsistent or difficult to interpret patterns) to be further tested 
or omitted; if scoring errors due to null alleles, stuttering, or large-allele dropout 
are detected, primers should be redesigned and/or PCR conditions optimized to 
reduce the overall error rate;  

2 ) reanalysing a subset of samples provides the opportunity to identify and quantify 
scoring errors; 

3 ) when scoring the data set, combining automated allele calling with visual 
inspection of each sample is recommended to avoid additional scoring errors, e.g. 
inconsistent binning of alleles; 

4 ) testing for scoring errors by available statistical methods or software, e.g. ML-
NullFreq (Kalinowski & Taper 2006) or MICRO-CHECKER (van Oosterhout et 
al. 2004);  

5 ) mitigating errors in downstream analyses by reanalysing or dropping one or a few 
problematic loci. 

Other measures relevant to GSI and individual assignments: 

• microsatellite loci having a tetranucleotide repeat motif are preferred to loci 
having a dinucleotide repeat motif as they are easier to score and typically display 
no stuttering patterns; 

• to guarantee consistency of genotyping results, calibration of allele sizes among 
participating labs is warranted by exchange of reference samples;  

• baseline samples should be preferably genotyped in a single lab 
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Annex 1:  Proposed Draft Resolutions for 2008 

The Working Group on The Application of Genetics in Fisheries and Mariculture 
[WGAGFM] (Chair: E. Eg Nielsen, Denmark) will meet in Pitlochry, Scotland in 2008 to: 

a. Review the potential for application of SNP´s (single nucleotide 
polymorphisms) in fisheries genetics and aquaculture; 

b. Review current and future prospects of QTL based studies in fisheries and 
aquaculture; 

c. Update progress on the establishment of a meta-data base for genetic data  

d. Review progress for optimizing the storing of otoliths and scales; 
e. To evaluate prospects for genetic monitoring for evaluating the conservation status, 

intraspecific biodiversity and population health in fishes.   

Supporting Information 

Priority: The current activities of this Group will lead ICES into issues related to the ecosystem affects 
of fisheries and mariculture, especially with regard to the application of the Precautionary 
Approach. Consequently these activities are considered to have a very high priority. 

Scientific 

Justification and 

relation to Action 

Plan: 

Action Plan references: a)-2.5, -2.6  b) -2.5, - 1.10,  c)-1.10 , d)-1.10,-3.7  e) 1.10 

 

Term of Reference a) 

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) seem to have become the marker of choice for most 

genetic studies, and the marker have had an increasing popularity in population genetic 

studies. These markers can be analysed in large numbers and access variability around the 

chromosomes. Most present population genetic studies normally include a number of SNPs. 

The Gene Conservation Laboratory in Alaska routinely performs SNP analyses during the 

fishing season for stock identification studies. The laboratory provides inseason estimates of 

the composition of the Cook Inlet sockeye salmon commercial harvest and of the Kenai River 

to aid in the management of the drift and set net fisheries. WGAGFM acknowledge the need 

to review the present state of these markers, including the possible applications and 

limitations, in addition to possibilities for fisheries management. 

 (lead: J. G. Dahle, T. Johansen) 

Term of Reference b) 

An increasing number of studies aim to identify quantitative trait loci (QTLs) in species of 

interest for fisheries and/or aquaculture. Such studies imply the availability of medium to 

high density linkage maps, informative biological material and high through-put genotyping 

facilities. Until now, most of these studies relate to marker assisted selection (MAS) in 

species of major aquaculture interest. QTL mapping is also of more general interest to better 

understand the genetic architecture of quantitative traits. The identity and number of loci 

controlling quantitative trait variation are indeed central to the understanding of their 

evolutionary potential and patterns of population differentiation. However, the usage of QTL-

based approaches in the assessment of genetic variability in adaptive traits and for prediction 

of trait values from known QTLs in natural populations of fish and shellfish remains largely 

untested. We will review the present status and prospects of QTL mapping in fisheries in 

aquaculture in the light of the current research in plant and animal genetics and breeding. 

 (lead: E Gosling, P.  Boudry) 
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Term of Reference c) 

An initiative was put in place as part of the response to the 2006-2007 ToR e) to set up a 

metadata base on genetic information related to Atlantic salmon stocks.  This ToR will 

provide an update on this initiative. (Lead E. Verspoor, J. Martinsohn). 

Term of Reference d) 

Understanding the impact of fishing pressure and climate change on a fish population relies 

on identifying biological changes incurred by that population over time.  Such a task is 

potentially possible for fisheries molecular geneticists due to the availability of unique 

sources of time series data in the form of scales and otoliths collected over the decades and 

subsequently stored in cupboards.  Technical advances mean DNA can now be extracted and 

analysed from these hard tissues, and in some instances the collections provide very 

comprehensive time series of molecular data.  The WGAGFM accepts that such sources of 

data are invaluable and that the optimal conditions for storage of these samples be considered 

as a priority.  At present samples are generally stored in uncontrolled environmental 

conditions.  This ToR aims to identify optimal conditions for the storage of these tissues to 

ensure minimum DNA degradation until such time as the samples are used.   

(lead: M. O´Sullivan, E. Cross, E. Gosling). 

 

Term of Reference e) 

Advances in molecular biology over the last decade provide fisheries geneticists with cost-

effective tools for resolving unprecedented levels of genetic diversity within the genomes of 

marine fish and shellfish species.  Analysis of the amount and distribution of this diversity 

can be highly informative, not only as regards the structuring of a species into breeding 

populations but also, potentially, about the reproductive status of the populations themselves.  

Departures of the distribution association of alleles within and among loci from random 

reflect historical levels of mutation, natural selection, gene flow, patterns of mating, numbers 

of breeders and variance in the contribution of breeders to the next generation family survival 

to breeding (genetic drift).  Theory indicates that these factors, and how they have acted 

historically, have characteristic effects on the pattern of distribution of allelic variation within 

and among individuals and loci, in a population. Using recently developed Bayesian 

statistical methods it is now possible, in principal, to assess the pattern of distribution to 

determine parameters such the effective numbers of breeders, effective population sizes, and 

levels of gene flow, in addition to classic indicators such as allelic diversity and 

heterozygosity.  Estimation of these parameters using cost-effective molecular markers offers 

a potentially valuable approach to monitoring the reproductive and evolutionary “health” of a 

breeding population, and therefore has the potential to be a valuable management tool. The 

extent to which this is, and is likely to be, the case in practise is considered in this ToR.  

(lead: E. Verspoor, P. McGinnity) 
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